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Executive Summary
Eric Savoie, MBA, CFA
Associate Investment Strategist
RBC Global Asset Management Inc.

Daniel E. Chornous, CFA
Chief Investment Officer
RBC Global Asset Management Inc.

The COVID-19 shock altered the
course of the global economy
and ravaged financial markets,
prompting policymakers to
step in quickly and with scale.
Unprecedented monetary and
fiscal stimulus, combined with
signs of an economic recovery
as lockdowns eased, triggered a
rapid rebound in risk assets.

Largest and most abrupt shock
to growth in modern history
The easily transmitted virus spread
rapidly around the globe, infecting
more than 6 million people. Although
deaths and illness are certainly a
tragedy, the biggest impact to global
economies came from governmentimposed lockdowns that shuttered
businesses and curtailed consumer
activity. As a result, we have slashed
our growth forecasts over the past
quarter, and they are now mostly
below-consensus. Our base case
outlook for the U.S. is for a 7.1% decline
in 2020 GDP, though we recognize
a variety of scenarios are possible
based on the depth and duration of
the shutdowns and the speed of the
subsequent recovery. Relative growth
expectations between global regions
vary based on the severity of lockdown
measures in place, the sector makeup
of their economies, and countryspecific vulnerabilities such as older
populations.

Numerous risks as economies
begin reopening and beyond
As countries ease lockdown measures,
the most prominent risk is that the
virus regains traction and forces
economies into a second closure. In
attempting to gauge which countries
are most at risk of suffering a second
wave of infections, we focus on
variables such as the number of
infections per capita, the rate of
change in new cases, the strictness
of the lockdowns and the degree to
which they are being loosened. The
pandemic’s longer-term repercussions
include elevated debt levels that could
hinder growth and lifestyle changes
that could lower productivity. Inflation
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could also emerge as a concern once
economies eventually recover. While
the virus has dominated our thinking,
there are other risks that are worth
keeping in mind. The U.S. election
in November, an important Brexit
deadline and the deterioration of
U.S.-China relations could all serve as
sources of volatility for economies and
financial markets.

Policymakers deliver record
stimulus
Mandated lockdowns required
governments to support workers who
could not work and companies that
were not allowed to operate. The fiscal
stimulus provided has been massive
and broad-based, spanning many
countries and sectors, with provisions
for households as well as businesses.
In the U.S., the federal government
delivered nearly US$3 trillion in
financial aid, almost double the US$1.6
trillion doled out during the financial
crisis of 2008-2009. The U.S. Federal
Reserve also supplied substantial
relief on the monetary side, slashing
short-term interest rates by 150 basis
points in early March, and expanding
its balance sheet by trillions of dollars
to ensure the proper functioning of
financial markets. Together, the U.S.
fiscal and monetary programs have so
far amounted to more than 35% of GDP.

U.S. dollar reverses gains from
initial crisis-driven surge
The U.S. dollar ended a nine-year
stretch of gains after the liquidity
shortage experienced during the early
days of the COVID-19 crisis led to
what we believe was one final rally in
the greenback’s lengthy bull market.
The dollar’s subsequent weakness in
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late May and early June signaled that
investors have begun to factor in its
overvaluation as well as the country’s
fiscal and monetary excesses. Shorterterm considerations, such as lower U.S.
interest rates and election uncertainty,
may also be weighing on the currency.
The euro and yen are likely to benefit
most during this initial phase of the
U.S.-dollar decline, while we expect
the Canadian dollar and British pound
to lag. In the months to come, the
performance of individual emergingmarket currencies will depend largely
on the evolution of the pandemic.

Sovereign-bond yields fall
to record lows, held down by
central banks
The U.S. 10-year Treasury yield fell
to an all-time low of 31 basis points
as investors sought safe havens
and central banks ramped up bond
buying. Government-bond yields are
well below our modelled estimates
of equilibrium indicating meaningful
valuation risk in all major regions
that we track. Over time, our models
suggest that yields should ultimately
rise from current levels, but largescale quantitative-easing programs
and highly accommodative centralbank policies will probably limit the
extent to which that will happen in
the near and intermediate terms.
Nevertheless, the current low level of
sovereign-bond yields is set to deliver
unimpressive returns over our 1-year
forecast horizon and possibly beyond.
Corporate bonds offer higher yields
and widening credit spreads caused
by the crisis have boosted their return
potential. We think exposure to credit,
if properly managed, could serve as a
useful avenue for enhancing portfolio
yields.

Stock crash sent global
equities into a bear market,
but the panic was short-lived

Asset mix – resetting strategic
neutral asset mix in favour of
stocks

Major market indexes fell more than
30% in a matter of weeks in February
and March as volatility surged. The
crash lowered our global equity
composite to its largest discount to
fair value since 2012, and a number
of technical indicators reached
values consistent with durable
market bottoms. But the window of
opportunity for outsized gains was
brief. The S&P 500 Index has already
recovered two-thirds of its losses,
led by growth stocks and companies
with highly predictable earnings. As
a result, U.S. large-cap equities are
back above our modelled estimate of
fair value, suggesting investors should
moderate their return expectations
going forward. That said, non-U.S.
markets remain attractively priced.

The pandemic has reinforced many
trends that were already in place
before the virus, such as our world
being stuck in an indefinite period of
slow economic growth, low interest
rates and highly accommodative
central-bank policies. Other factors
held constant, sustained low real
interest rates suggest a long period of
below long-term average returns lies
ahead for the traditional asset classes.
Our view that stocks will provide
superior returns, that results for
sovereign bonds will be unappealing
for an extended period and that
sovereign bonds will not provide the
income or risk-diversifying properties
of the past 40 years have led us to
adjust the strategic neutral weights
in our multi-asset and balanced
portfolios. Effective June 1, 2020, we
shifted the strategic asset mix for our
reference portfolio for global balanced
investors from 55% equities, 43% fixed
income, 2% cash to 60% equities,
38% bonds, 2% cash. Managing our
tactical exposures around these new
neutrals, we are maintaining a modest
overweight allocation to stocks given
our view that stocks will outperform
bonds over the longer term, but
we have narrowed the degree of
overweight given our modest return
assumptions for equities and our
below-consensus growth forecast.
For a balanced, global investor, we
currently recommend an asset mix
of 61% equities (strategic neutral
position: 60%) and 38% fixed income
(strategic neutral position: 38%), with
the balance in cash.

Corporate profits are being severely
impacted by the COVID-19 crisis, but
we think our measure of normalized
earnings provides a better guidepost
for what earnings could be under
normal conditions, and it’s this
measure that we use to determine
fair value. The fact that investors
are paying a high price for stocks
today amid a recession may reflect
confidence that a rebound in profits
will accompany a recovery in the
economy. Our scenario analysis
suggests further upside for stocks is
possible as long as investor confidence
stays elevated, inflation and interest
rates remain low, and earnings
ultimately rebound to their long-term
trend.
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Evolving Our Strategic Asset Mix
Addressing substantial, durable changes in the economy and
capital markets
Daniel E. Chornous, CFA
Chief Investment Officer
RBC Global Asset Management Inc.

Whether a pension-plan sponsor
or an individual saving for
their own goals, establishing a
strategic asset mix is perhaps
the most important decision an
investor makes. It’s a journey.
Over time, the assets available
to investors multiply, absolute
and relative return prospects
shift and different assets move
around in relation to each other
in ways that are not stable.
No single blend of assets will
remain optimal over a long-term
saving and investment program.

Strategic asset mixes for the many
different balanced and multi-asset
programs managed by RBC Global
Asset Management are always
evolving. Through a combination of
organic growth and mergers we have
globalized our investment program,
broadened our reach across different
asset classes and deepened our
capabilities within each of these.
Over just the past 10 years, we have
added two-dozen new strategies to
our multi-asset capabilities in Canada,
while removing those with diminishing
utility. Their reach has pushed far
beyond Canada’s relatively narrow and
illiquid markets, bulking up exposures
in U.S., global and emerging-market
credit while adding new capabilities
in international and emerging-market
equities and in quantitative and style
tilted approaches to investing (see
Exhibit 1).
A variety of changes in the economy
and capital markets, some which have
developed slowly and others more
recently, indicate the need for close
attention to strategic asset mix right
now:
•• The global real rate of interest has

fallen by more than 450 basis points
over the past 40 years. Underpinning
that trend are slow-moving forces
which are unlikely to change in the
cycle ahead. Real rates of interest
could hold near zero to 1% for a very
long time.
•• As the “risk-free rate,” the real

interest rate is the base rate of
return for all asset classes. Other
factors held constant, dropping the
real rate reduces the returns likely
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to be earned on other investment
options.
•• Falling real rates and moribund

inflation have pulled bond yields to
their lowest levels in history. Fixedincome investors now experience
reduced income from their positions
and heightened volatility resulting
from lengthening duration.
•• The full package of income, risk-

modification and security offered by
sovereign bonds is now much less
effective as an anchor for balanced
and multi-asset solutions.
•• Portfolio managers will be rewarded

for renovating multi-asset programs
to include assets that, to the degree
possible, mimic the prior benefits
of sovereign bonds in particular
while contributing to returns close
to those embedded in savings and
investment programs.
•• Some combination of raising

exposure to “risk assets” such
as equities and others that offer
the diversifying and/or income
properties of fixed income is timely.
These propositions are paired, as
one without the other will introduce
additional portfolio imbalances.
•• Consistent with our always-evolving

approach to asset management,
and recognizing the significance of
changes that are upon us, we are
adjusting upward the midpoint of
our allowed exposure to equities for
many of our balanced strategies in
Canada. To control the additional
volatility that higher equity weights
bring, we will continue to promote
portfolio efficiency through the
periodic addition and paring of asset
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Exhibit 1: Evolution of RBC’s multi-asset capabilities in Canada

2020
2018-2019
• Added allocation to
European Mid-Cap
equities as a source
of alpha and
diversiﬁcation

2015-2016
• U.S. equity exposure
is further diversiﬁed
across market
capitalization and
style

2014
2013
2010
• Added Emerging
Markets equities as a
new asset class
• Broadened U.S.
equity exposure by
adding additional
strategies

• Diversiﬁed
ﬁxed income exposure

• Expanded Emerging
Markets equity
allocation to include
dividend and small
cap strategies

• Added Quant equity
strategies and
expanded our
exposure in global
equities

• Diversiﬁed core
Canadian equity
holdings

• Introduced separate
allocations to
Japanese and Asia-ex
Japan equity strategies

• Introduced ability to
hedge foreign
currency exposures
in multi-asset
strategies

• Expanded our global
ﬁxed income
exposure with
strategies from
BlueBay Asset
Management

• Increased the weight
in Japanese equities,
sourced from U.S.
and International
equity holdings
• Added a separate
allocation to Chinese
equities
• Increased

strategic neutral
equity exposure
from 55% to 60%

• Introduced a new
asset class with
allocation to
Canadian Real Estate
• Expanded our
Emerging Market
equity exposure with
addition of new
strategy

• Added equity futures
for rebalancing and
beta exposure
• Lowered the neutral
commitment to cash
from 5% to 2%, moving
the difference to
bonds

Source: RBC GAM

The roots of falling interest rates
Over the past 40 years, the 10-year
U.S. Treasury-bond yield has fallen
from 15.8% to 0.5% and now rests
near its lowest mark in 150 years
(Exhibit 2). That change ripples
through all aspects of multi-asset
strategies, impacting income and
return possibilities as well as expected

Exhibit 2: U.S. 10-year bond yield
16
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%

class and portfolio exposures. At the
individual strategy level, we believe
that our focus on the comprehensive
identification and management of
risks while seeking sustained alpha
through security selection will add
value and dampen volatility.
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Note: As of May 29, 2020. Source: RBC GAM, RBC CM
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In a 2015 paper, economists at the
Bank of England (BOE)1 documented
the persistent decline in real
interest rates and provided specific
causes for the 450-basis-point fall
since 1980. In theory, real rates of
interest are determined by long-term
growth expectations and societies’
preferences for savings versus
spending. Exhibit 4 separates the
40-year decline in real rates into
its main components. Notice that
demographics contributed a large
share of the drop through an aging
population’s shift in the savings/
investment preference and through
changing preferences in the emerging
world resulting from shrinking family
size and improved living standards.
Decades of superior growth from
emerging nations are evident in those
converging preferences, but that also
suggests lower trend economic growth
going forward as the gap between the
developed and emerging world has

1
Lukasz Rachel and Thomas D. Smith
(December 2015). Bank of England Staff Working
Paper No. 571: Secular drivers of the global real
interest rate.

%

The fall in interest rates will not be
reversed through the cycle ahead,
and perhaps for many that will follow.
Much more than the secular decline in
inflation is at work. Around the world,
the real rate of interest (the afterinflation interest rate) has plunged
and the causes for that indicate some
permanency to the change (Exhibit 3).

Exhibit 3: Real short-term interest rates in developed markets
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3
1995

1998

2001

3-month yield

2004

2007

2010

1-year ahead inflation

2013

2016

2019

Short-term 'real' rates

Note: As of April 30, 2020. Yields and inflation are GDP-weighted and consist of 20 developed market
economies. Source: Bank of England, IMF, Consensus Economics, RBC GAM

Exhibit 4: Secular drivers of global real interest rates
Change in global neutral rate
1
0
-1
-2
%

volatility and cross-asset correlations
in the near and long term. Simply put,
balanced and multi-asset strategies
will not perform in the years ahead
as they have in the past without
addressing this massive and enduring
change in fixed-income markets.

-3
-4
-5

1980-2015

2015-2020

Growth
Spreads
Relative price of capital
Global savings glut
Demographics
Unexplained
Note: As of December 31, 2015. Source: Bank of England, RBC GAM

narrowed. Moreover, demographic
trends are slow-moving and therefore
relatively easy to forecast. These
changes and their impact on real
interest rates will not soon be
reversed.
The COVID-19 shock has reinforced
the decline in trendline GDP growth.
In Growth in a Time of Debt, 2 Reinhart
and Rogoff analyzed GDP growth rates

2
Carmen M. Reinhart and Kenneth S. Rogoff
(May 2010). Growth in a Time
of Debt.
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2020-2030
Public investment
Inequality
Change in global real rates

for a sample of 20 nations at various
levels of debt/GDP ratios. As the 20072009 financial crisis drew to a close,
they argued that growth through the
cycle ahead would remain sluggish
because sovereign debt loads of the
world’s largest countries had all moved
above thresholds that in the past
coincided with a marked decline in
output. Generally, as debt/GDP climbed
above 90%, annual GDP growth in
these economies slowed by over 1.5%
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and none of the G7 economies were
unaffected. Except for Germany, epic
support programs by governments
responding to the COVID-19 crisis will
drag the G7 well above the critical level
(Exhibit 5).

Exhibit 5: Global gross debt/GDP ratios with IMF forecasts
U.S.

Canada

France

Germany

Italy

Japan

U.K.

2009

86.7

79.3

83.0

73.0

116.6

200.9

63.3

2010

95.5

81.2

85.3

82.4

119.2

207.7

74.6

2011

99.8

81.8

87.8

79.8

119.7

221.9

80.1

2012

103.3

85.4

90.6

81.1

126.5

228.7

83.2

2013

104.9

86.1

93.4

78.7

132.4

232.2

84.2

2014

104.6

85.6

94.9

75.7

135.3

235.8

86.2

2015

104.8

91.2

95.6

72.1

135.3

231.3

86.9

2016

106.8

91.7

98.0

69.2

134.8

236.4

86.8

2017

105.9

90.5

98.4

65.3

134.1

234.5

86.2

2018

106.9

89.7

98.4

61.9

134.8

236.5

85.7

2019

109.0

88.6

98.5

59.8

134.8

237.4

85.4

2020

131.1

109.5

115.4

68.7

155.5

251.9

95.7

2021

131.9

108.6

116.4

65.6

150.4

247.6

95.8

Prior peak

109.0

100.2

98.4

73.0

135.3

237.4

86.9

Anticipated
Deficit/GDP
Ratio for 2020

-15.4

-11.8

-5.5

-9.2

-8.3

-7.1

-8.3

Based on projected changes in the
factors that contributed to the drop,
the BOE economists expected the real
rate of interest to hold at or below
1% for many years into the future.
Those forecasts are now five years
old. Over the period since the paper’s
publication, real rates in the U.S. have
moved between -0.5% and 1.1%, and
all within a general trend lower. For
Canada, that range has been -0.6 to
0.6% and for the G7 it has held within a
band bounded by -1.9% and 1.1%.

Why focus on the real interest
rate?

Exhibit 6 provides a simple example
of how a low real rate of interest can

Note:

= anticipated peak. Source: IMF

Exhibit 6: Modelling nominal returns through risk premia
8
7
6

Long-term average
equity risk premium
3.6%

5
%

In theory, the short-term real rate
of interest is the base rate of return
for a risk-free investment. Additional
returns can be captured through
“risk premiums.” Common premia
include the opportunity to earn a
higher return by investing for a longer
holding period, accepting exposure
to the threat of default (credit risk),
foregoing the ability to quickly exit a
position or perhaps facing a frozen
market (liquidity risk), accepting that
changes in the level and direction
of the returns for the stock-market
index will have an impact on all listed
companies (equity market beta), and
capturing gains or experiencing losses
related solely to the unique activities
of a company (idiosyncratic risk, or
security selection alpha).

Nominal expected
return on stocks:
7.1%

4
Long-term average
spread
(10-year – 3-month)

3
2
1
0

1.5%

Expected real
rate of interest
(3-month)
0.0%

Nominal expected
return on 10-year U.S.
Treasury bond: 3.5%

Expected inﬂation
2.0%

Note: As of May 29, 2020. Source: Bloomberg, RBC GAM
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Exhibit 8 presents compound annual
total returns for U.S. stocks and bonds
over various holding periods into May
2020. At 3.5%, the forecast return for
bonds falls below results for every one
of these prior periods. Except for the
latest 20-year result for stocks (which
is reduced by the fact that the count
starts near the peak of the technology
bubble), forecast annual equity market
returns fall 2.5% to 6.1% below prior
periods, and the 5.7% forecast for a
60/40 balanced strategy is beneath
all points captured in the sample.
Although this analysis is based on
simple combinations of assets and
only very basic modeling of future
returns, it indicates the likelihood of
returns for balanced strategies falling
below those of the past few decades
and even beneath levels embedded
in investors’ expectations and their
savings and investment plans. Our
current forecasts for long-term returns
for key asset classes are not much

Exhibit 7: U.S. 10-year Treasury note and returns
18
16
14
12
10
%

impact returns across the main asset
classes. Assuming the real rate holds
at 0% and that inflation ultimately
regains the 2% level targeted by the
U.S. Federal Reserve, adding the
average term premium for 10-year U.S.
government bonds takes the T-bond
yield to 3.5%. Among the best forecasts
for the forward 10-year return on
a T-bond is its yield to maturity at
the date of purchase (see Exhibit
7). So 3.5%, or even less, may be a
reasonable placeholder for estimates
of future returns on bonds. Adding the
long-term average equity-risk premium
of 3.6% to that bumps prospective
stock-market returns to 7.1%. A simple
balanced strategy with a 60/40 split
between stocks and fixed income
would therefore target a return of 5.7%.

8
6
4
2
Correlation: 0.96
0
1910
1930
1950
1970
1990
2010
10-year U.S. Treasury yields, advanced 10 years
Subsequent realized 10-year compound annual nominal returns

2030

Note: As of May 29, 2020. Source: Deutsche Bank, Haver Analytics, RBC CM

Exhibit 8: Trailing performance
Compound annual total returns
1year

5year*

10year*

20year*

30year*

40year*

Bonds

11.4%

3.9%

3.6%

4.9%

5.8%

7.2%

Stocks

12.8%

9.9%

13.2%

5.9%

9.6%

11.5%

Hypothetical
balanced strategy (60/40)

13.1%

7.8%

9.6%

5.9%

8.4%

10.1%

Note: Data as of May 29, 2020, *periods greater than 1 year are annualized
Bonds = Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Treasury Total Return Unhedged USD
Stocks = S&P 500 Total Return Index
Balanced strategy (60/40) = 60% Stocks + 40% Bonds, rebalanced monthly.
An investment cannot be made directly into an index. The above does not reflect transaction costs,
investment management fees or taxes. If such costs and fees were reflected, returns would be lower.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Source: RBC GAM

different from these estimates (see
Appendix I).
Lower returns on bonds, stocks and
multi-asset strategies are not the
only challenge that investors face as
a result of the depression in the real
interest rate. Barring an unlikely surge
in inflation, nominal (after-inflation)
interest rates will stay low even as
growth in the economy is restored and
cyclical pressures build. That means
that coupon income in fixed-income
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and multi-asset strategies will hold
below the historic norm. Twenty years
ago the Canadian bond universe
averaged a 7.4% coupon. Today that
rate is 3.3%.
Low interest rates also mean a longer
duration and higher volatility for the
fixed-income segment of portfolios.
In that environment, the ballast
provided by bonds, a critical and highly
valued feature of balanced strategies,
is much diminished.
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Results can be improved…
These return expectations can be
improved. Increasing a portfolio’s risk
profile by adjusting relative exposures
of current holdings (for example,
buying more stocks while reducing
holdings of sovereign bonds) could
bolster results. New assets could be
added to the current solution set,
focusing on measuring and managing
specific risk premia can improve
portfolio efficiency, leverage could
be introduced to the mix, or some
combination of all of these could
be effective.
Similarly, the impact on portfolio
volatility from the drop in yields can be
dampened by blending in assets with
relatively low correlations to equities.
And the loss of income from falling
coupon rates can be partially offset
by adding fixed-income and other
vehicles with payouts above those of
sovereign bonds. Market efficiency
ensures that there is no free lunch, but
the full impact of the drop in yields
need not be absorbed.

…by boosting exposure to stocks…
For many, boosting stock market
exposure is a good first step. If, as
in the above analysis, bonds are to
contribute only 3.5% per year, adding
weight in equities, which may earn
closer to 7%, makes sense if investors
have a long enough time horizon
to ignore the resulting increase in
volatility. Exhibit 9 shows rolling
period returns and volatilities for two
identical strategies based on the past
70 years of market history: one with a
55/45 equity/fixed income blend and
the other 60/40. Notice that although
the return for the 60/40 portfolio
exceeds that of the 55/45 set for all

Exhibit 9: Hypothetical balanced strategy return statistics
Total returns based on rolling monthly data from January 1950 to May 2020
Mean

Balanced
(55% EQ, 45% FI)

Standard Batting
deviation average^

Max

Min

Sharpe
ratio*

1-month

0.7%

2.5%

65.0%

9.9%

-9.6%

N/A

1-year

9.4%

9.9%

82.9%

46.0%

-21.2%

0.64

3-year

8.7%

5.6%

93.2%

26.6%

-4.9%

0.46

5-year

8.6%

4.6%

99.9%

23.2%

-1.0%

0.40

10-year

8.4%

3.5%

100.0%

16.4%

1.0%

0.29

20-year

8.6%

2.5%

100.0%

14.6%

5.0%

0.23

30-year

9.1%

1.2%

100.0%

11.7%

6.5%

0.22

1-month

0.8%

2.7%

64.9%

10.7%

-10.7%

N/A

1-year

9.7%

10.5%

82.6%

47.7%

-23.2%

0.67

3-year

9.0%

5.9%

91.4%

27.3%

-5.6%

0.47

Balanced
5-year
(60% EQ, 40% FI)

8.9%

4.8%

99.6%

23.9%

-1.7%

0.41

10-year

8.7%

3.7%

100.0%

16.7%

0.5%

0.30

20-year

8.8%

2.6%

100.0%

15.0%

5.1%

0.23

30-year

9.3%

1.2%

100.0%

12.0%

6.8%

0.23

Notes: S&P 500 Index used as a proxy for equities (EQ). U.S. 10-year Treasury bond used as a proxy for fixed
income (FI). Data goes back to 1950.
^Batting average: incidence of positive return. *Sharpe ratio calculated as average return divided by
standard deviation of those returns. Returns for periods greater than 1-year are annualized. An investment
cannot be made directly into an index. The above does not reflect transaction costs, investment
management fees or taxes. If such costs and fees were reflected, returns would be lower. Past performance
is not a guarantee of future results. Source: RBC GAM

holding periods, volatility for the
former, measured as the standard
deviation of returns, is also elevated
in the early years before essentially
converging with the 55/45 portfolio
from years 5-10 and beyond. The
Sharpe ratio, a measure of the
degree to which a rise in volatility is
compensated for by a boost in returns,
validates the addition to equity
exposure as the metric is higher for
the 60/40 set across all time frames.
In this simple example, investors
seem reasonably well rewarded

for accepting a journey that is a bit
bumpier in the short term to capture
additional returns through the
long term.

…while controlling volatility
On that basis, the tradeoff seems like
a good one, but the investor’s time
horizon is an important consideration.
Exhibit 9 also shows that while
the strategies have similar batting
averages (the percent of periods with
positive returns), the 60/40 portfolio
features higher highs and lower lows
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(best/worst rolling holding period
returns). Exhibit 10 shows the incidence
of the strategies falling below their
initial value for holding periods of one
month through 30 years. For both,
that’s never happened for periods
beyond 10 years, seldom happened
beyond a 5-year holding period
and, importantly, there isn’t much
difference between the success rates
for the two strategies at any point in
time. For those with time horizons
beyond five years, the higher equity
exposure likely makes sense.
Some of the additional volatility
resulting from increased stockmarket exposure can be dampened
through close attention to the specific
elements of returns within equity
portfolios. Individual equity and
aggregate portfolio returns can be
attributed to very granular sources
(again: “risk premia”) including factors
and investment styles. Factors relate
to macroeconomic forces such as
exposures to interest rates, oil prices,
etc. Investment styles measure the
degree to which the returns for any
particular security move in sync with
the index trend (stock-market beta),
or closely follow stocks demonstrating
similar profiles such as growth, value,
momentum or a variety of other
descriptors. The portion of returns that
cannot be explained by factors and
styles is considered to be idiosyncratic
alpha.
Idiosyncratic alpha flows from
unique aspects of a business’s
activities. These “pure” returns
generated through stock picking
are especially valuable as they are
largely uncorrelated with the level and
direction of returns for other stocks
and from the equity-market indices.

Exhibit 10: Incidence of failure
Percentage of rolling periods with negative returns
40%
35%

35.0%

35.1%

30%
25%
20%

17.1%

17.4%

15%
10%

6.8%

8.6%

5%
0%

0.1% 0.4%

1-Month

0.0% 0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

1-Year
3-Year
5-Year
10-Year
20-Year
Balanced (55% EQ, 45% FI)
Balanced (60% EQ, 40% FI)

30-Year

Note: As of May 29, 2020. S&P 500 Index used as a proxy for equities (EQ). U.S. 10-year Treasury
bond used as a proxy for fixed income (FI). Data goes back to 1950. Source: RBC GAM

Exhibit 11: Yield to maturity
12%
9.7%

10%
8%

7.2%
5.6%

6%

4.4%

4%

523
bps

118
bps

2%

2.5%
0.6%

0%

Average since 1990

652
bps

188
bps

May 31, 2020

Current 10-year U.S. Treasury Index
U.S. Corporate Index
U.S. High Yield Index
Note: Current spread as of May 31, 2020. Shaded areas within the bars indicate the yield
spread versus the U.S. 10-year Treasury bond yield. Source: ICE BofA, RBC GAM

Through our portfolio-engineering
initiative we have embedded within
every investment team analysts whose
responsibilities include isolating
the factor and style tilts that exist
within each position and working
with portfolio managers to hold these
within appropriate risk budgets.
Alongside traditional risk-management
techniques, we aim to construct
portfolios that feature high levels of
diversification through idiosyncratic
returns. The intended result are
strategies that capture the overall
market return (beta) and add to that
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pure returns from stock picking while
lessening exposure to the difficult-topredict rotations in style and factor
leadership.

Finding ways to generate income…
To preserve income and generate
capital gains through security
selection and tactical market
timing, we have progressively added
investment-grade, high-yield and
emerging-market debt to our portfolios
over the past 20 years. Diminishing
weights in sovereign bonds has funded
these positions. Exhibit 11 indicates
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Exhibit 12: Correlation coefficients between traditional and alternative asset classes
Cash and Fixed Income
10-year correlation of monthly
returns as of April 2020

Alternative Strategies

Equities

Cash and
Fixed Income

Cash

Cash

Sovereign
Bonds

Investment
High Yield
Grade
Bonds
Bonds

Equities
Emerging
Market
Debt

Canadian
Equities

US LargeUS Growth
Cap
Equities
Equities

US Value
Equities

European
Equities

Alternative Strategies
Asian
Equities

Emerging
Market
Equities

China
Equities

Absolute
Return
Bonds

Direct Real
Mortgages
Estate

Infrastructure

Low Vol
equities

Long/Short
Equities

Market
Neutral

1.00

Sovereign Bonds

0.12

1.00

Investment Grade Bonds

0.03

0.94

1.00

High Yield Bonds

-0.23

-0.06

0.22

1.00

Emerging Market Debt

-0.24

0.27

0.51

0.79

1.00

Canadian Equities

-0.21

-0.13

0.10

0.78

0.60

1.00

US Large-Cap Equities

-0.09

-0.15

-0.01

0.51

0.27

0.63

1.00

US Growth Equities

-0.08

-0.13

0.03

0.54

0.29

0.68

0.93

1.00

US Value Equities

-0.18

-0.14

0.04

0.65

0.40

0.75

0.92

0.90

1.00

European Equities

-0.11

-0.17

0.00

0.63

0.46

0.60

0.73

0.68

0.70

Asian Equities

-0.14

-0.05

0.14

0.62

0.53

0.59

0.63

0.63

0.62

0.71

1.00

Emerging Market Equities

-0.16

-0.08

0.11

0.65

0.58

0.62

0.56

0.57

0.58

0.68

0.96

1.00

China Equities

-0.05

-0.11

0.01

0.42

0.31

0.40

0.41

0.45

0.37

0.49

0.82

0.80

1.00

Absolute Return Bonds

-0.18

-0.11

0.09

0.60

0.54

0.50

0.40

0.37

0.46

0.53

0.52

0.56

0.41

1.00

Direct Real Estate

0.13

-0.05

-0.11

-0.06

-0.01

-0.25

-0.24

-0.27

-0.20

-0.04

-0.15

-0.15

-0.08

-0.04

1.00

Mortgages

-0.20

0.43

0.53

0.23

0.45

0.16

0.08

0.08

0.19

0.07

0.12

0.09

-0.06

0.19

-0.13

1.00

Infrastructure

-0.04

0.28

0.37

0.43

0.47

0.39

0.59

0.48

0.59

0.67

0.53

0.50

0.23

0.32

-0.08

0.34

1.00

Low Vol equities

-0.19

0.06

0.27

0.70

0.65

0.92

0.61

0.63

0.73

0.55

0.53

0.55

0.31

0.45

-0.18

0.31

0.53

Long/Short Equities

0.31

-0.17

-0.08

0.37

0.20

0.40

0.47

0.51

0.39

0.56

0.44

0.42

0.35

0.26

0.13

-0.20

0.22

0.31

1.00

Market Neutral

-0.07

-0.03

0.00

0.12

0.07

0.11

0.21

0.23

0.26

0.10

0.05

0.01

0.04

0.00

0.02

0.22

0.14

0.14

-0.09

1.00

1.00

1.00

Source: RBC GAM

the historical average and current
spread between sovereign yields and
credit-market alternatives. Moving
beyond the safety of governmentissued and guaranteed-bonds and
into credit markets (earning a creditrisk premium) exposes investors
to the possibility of default. As a
result, correlations to stocks rise
(see Exhibit 12), increasing portfolio
volatility somewhat and especially
during market corrections. Here too,
there is a tradeoff, but time horizons
and diversification of positions are
important and effective modifiers.
With the updating of Canadian mutualfund legislation (National Instrument
81-102) in late 2018, gaining exposure to

alternative assets is now a possibility
for a broader range of investors.
Absolute-return credit strategies
have demonstrated low correlation
to equity-market returns (Exhibit 12)
and our modeling indicates a good fit
with many of our balanced and multiasset solutions. Access to relevant
strategies at BlueBay, our affiliated
global specialty fixed-income manager,
places absolute-return credit high in
the queue for future renovations.

…and modify risk through
diversification and low correlation
Private markets are also a focus. In
Canada, we began building a capability
in direct real estate investing in 2018
and launched our first strategy in

partnership with QuadReal, British
Columbia Investment Management
Corp.’s real estate subsidiary, in
the fall of last year. Through this
partnership, many of our balanced
and multi-asset strategies were for
the first time able to gain exposure
to a diversified portfolio of Canadian
office, residential, retail and industrial
properties, and we hope to build these
positions going forward. Importantly,
the correlation coefficients in Exhibit
12 highlight direct real estate as a
highly useful diversifier for stocks
while also offering superior yields.
Similarly, mortgages, with yields that
exceed those on sovereign bonds, offer
promise as a partial substitute. Our
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experience in the asset class stretches
back decades and over the past
couple of years we have been adding
investment-management talent in this
area and are looking to expand
our reach.

The challenge to keeping current
A recent Wall Street Journal article
on pension-fund losses caught our
eye. Public plans in the U.S. target a
7% rate of return, but at a median of
5.2% through the last 20 years their
experience has been nowhere close
to that. Even before the COVID-19
crisis, these plans had fallen US$4.1
trillion short of their US$8.9 trillion in
promised future benefits.
No doubt there are many reasons for
that massive shortfall and plenty of
work is being done to close the gap

in one way or another, but avoiding
the painful situation that U.S. public
pension plans have fallen into is
possible. Realistic return expectations
that take into account critical, longlasting changes in the economy and
capital markets are essential. Equally
important is ensuring that the assets
marshaled within an investment plan
are fit for purpose going forward and
not based solely on their history.
The “marginal gains approach” to
improvement is deeply embedded
in our investment philosophy and it
seems especially useful in this context.
Rather than focusing on one big thing
that will perhaps secure the future
of an investment plan (for example,
regularly guessing where the stock
market will go in the near term),
better to incorporate a variety of
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small enhancements. In our view, that
includes understanding the powerful
changes forced upon investors from
low single-digit interest rates and
the likelihood that these will remain
a feature for a very long time. Plans
should be renovated to ensure that
return targets can be met over an
appropriate time horizon, taking
advantage of both traditional asset
classes and through the addition of
those that bolster returns, improve
income generation, manage volatility,
add ballast or, ideally, contribute
to more than one of these. Most
important, whatever the plan is, it
must be understood that there never
was, and certainly will not be, a perfect
steady state for strategic asset mix –
it’s a journey.
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APPENDIX I
RBC GAM long-term capital market assumptions
Asset Class

Reference Index

Fixed Income
U.S. Cash

Citigroup (1 M) CD (LOC)

Expected
returns (%)

Historical
standard
deviation (%)

1.6

0.5

CDN Cash

FTSE Canada 30 day T-Bill Index

1.5

0.4

GBP Cash

Citigroup U.K. Sterling Euro Deposit (1 M) (LOC)

2.2

0.5

Euro Cash

Citigroup Euro Euro Deposit (1 M) (LOC)

1.0

0.5

Japan Cash

FTSE Japanese Yen Euro Deposit (1 M) (LOC)

0.6

0.5

EM Cash

JP Morgan ELMI+

5.5

8.5

CDN Provincial Bonds

FTSE Canada Provincial Bond Index

2.0

4.5

CDN Federal Bonds

FTSE Canada Federal Bond Index

1.0

3.5

CDN Government Bonds

FTSE Canada All government Bond Index

1.5

4.0

CDNCorporate Bonds

FTSE Canada All Corporate Bond Index

2.6

5.0

CDN Universe Bonds

FTSE Canada Universe Bond Index

1.8

4.5

U.S. Government Bonds

ICE BofA 1-10 Year U.S. Treasury Index

0.9

4.0

U.S. Corporate Bonds

ICE BofA 1-10 Year U.S. Corporate Index

2.9

6.0

U.K. Government Bonds

ICE BofA 1-10 Year U.K. Gilt Index

0.7

3.7

U.K. Corporate Bonds

ICE BofA 1-10 Year Sterling Corporate Index

2.8

5.5

Euro Government Bonds

Iboxx Eurozone Sovereigns

0.7

4.0

Euro Corporate Bonds

Iboxx Eurozone Corporates

2.2

6.0

Asian Bonds

HSBC Asian Local Bond Index LCL

0.3

7.0

Citi WGBI

Citi WGBI

1.0

3.5

HY Bonds

ICE BofA U.S. High Yield Index

6.1

9.0

EM Bonds

JPM EMBI Global Diversified TR USD

4.3

10.0

Global Bonds

Barcap Global Agg Bond Index (USD)

1.8

5.0

Expected
returns (%)

Historical
standard
deviation (%)

Equities
CDN Equities

TSX Composite

8.0

16.0

U.S. Equities

S&P 500 TR

8.2

15.0

U.S. Mid Caps

S&P 400 TR

8.7

18.0

U.S. Small Caps

S&P 600 TR

9.2

20.0

U.K. Equities

FTSE AllSh TR

10.0

15.0

Europe Equities ex UK

MSCI Europe ex U.K. USD

9.6

17.0

Asian Equities

MSCI AC Asia Pac LCL

4.9

16.0

Japan Equities

Nikkei 225 Average PR JPY

7.0

15.0

Austrailian Equities

S&P/ASX 200 TR

8.4

14.0

Developed Markets (World)

MSCI World

8.1

14.5

EM equities

MSCI EM LCL

10.8

18.0

EAFE Equities

MSCI EAFE

8.0

15.0

Note: As of April 30, 2020. RBC GAM employs multiple independent forecasting models from different investment teams within RBC GAM. The
results from the models are collected, reviewed and discussed by the RBC GAM Long-Term Returns Committee to arrive at the expected return
assumptions. The committee is also a forum for the discussion of new asset classes, new forecasting tools, methods and refinements to the
existing process. Source: RBC GAM
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Economic & Capital Markets Forecasts
Economic forecast (RBC GAM Investment Strategy Committee)
United
States

Canada

Europe

United
Kingdom

Japan

Emerging
markets*

China

Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
Summer Spring Summer Spring Summer Spring Summer Spring Summer Spring Summer Spring Summer Spring
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

Real GDP
2019A

2.33%

1.64%

2020E

(7.10%)

(9.00)

2021E

5.70%

3.70

3.80%

1.17%

1.40%

(8.80%) (10.10) (10.60%) (11.50)
2.10

3.60%

0.75%

(11.00%) (12.10)

2.40

3.10%

6.13%

4.62%

(7.90%)

(7.70)

(0.10%)

(5.10)

(0.80%)

(5.10)

1.70

1.80%

1.00

10.70%

3.90

8.00%

2.50

CPI
2019A

1.81%

2020E

0.00%

(2.30)

0.00%

1.96%
(2.10)

(0.50%)

1.19%
(1.90)

0.00%

1.79%
(1.50)

(1.00%)

0.49%
(2.10)

2.00%

2.90%
(1.60)

2.20%

3.19%
(1.90)

2021E

1.00%

(1.20)

1.00%

(1.00)

0.50%

(1.10)

1.00%

(1.10)

0.00%

(1.00)

2.50%

0.10

2.80%

(0.10)

A = Actual E = Estimate *GDP Weighted Average of China, India, South Korea, Brazil, Mexico and Russia.

Targets (RBC GAM Investment Strategy Committee)
May 2020

Forecast
May 2021

Change from
Spring 2020

1-year total return
estimate* (%)

Currency Markets against USD
CAD (USD–CAD)

1.38

1.40

0.06

(1.4)

EUR (EUR–USD)

1.11

1.18

0.00

5.3

JPY (USD–JPY)

107.82

101.00

(2.00)

6.4

1.23

1.22

(0.06)

(1.1)

U.S. Fed Funds Rate (Upper Bound)

0.13

0.13

(0.88)

N/A

U.S. 10-Year Bond

0.65

0.75

(0.85)

(0.3)

Canada Overnight Rate

0.25

0.25

(0.75)

N/A
(1.5)

GBP (GBP–USD)

Fixed Income Markets

Canada 10-Year Bond

0.53

0.75

(0.75)

Eurozone Deposit Facility Rate

(0.50)

(0.50)

0.10

N/A

Germany 10-Year Bund

(0.45)

(0.30)

(0.05)

(1.9)

U.K. Base Rate

0.10

0.10

(0.40)

N/A

U.K. 10-Year Gilt

0.18

0.40

(0.20)

(1.9)

(0.07)

(0.20)

N/C

N/A

0.01

0.00

0.10

0.1

S&P 500

3044

3100

(175)

3.8

S&P/TSX Composite

15193

16250

(1250)

10.5

117

122

FTSE 100

6077

6075

Nikkei

21878
930

Japan Overnight Call Rate
Japan 10-Year Bond

Equity Markets

MSCI Europe

MSCI Emerging Markets

(18)

8.0

(1375)

4.0

23600

(150)

9.9

990

(130)

9.2

*Total returns are expressed in local currencies with the exception of MSCI Emerging Markets whose return is expressed in USD. Source: RBC GAM
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Recommended Asset Mix
Asset mix – the allocation within portfolios to stocks,
bonds and cash – should include both strategic and
tactical elements. Strategic asset mix addresses the
blend of the major asset classes offering the risk/
return tradeoff best suited to an investor’s profile. It
can be considered to be the benchmark investment
plan that anchors a portfolio through many business
and investment cycles, independent of a near-term
view of the prospects for the economy and related
expectations for capital markets. Tactical asset
allocation refers to fine tuning around the strategic
setting in an effort to add value by taking advantage of
shorter term fluctuations in markets.

based on our current view of the economy and
return expectations for the major asset classes.
These weights are further divided into recommended
exposures to the variety of global fixed income and
equity markets. Our recommendation is targeted at
the Balanced profile where the benchmark setting is
60% equities, 38% fixed income, 2% cash.

Every individual has differing return expectations and
tolerances for volatility, so there is no “one size fits
all” strategic asset mix. Based on a 40-year study of
historical returns1 and the volatility2 of returns (the
range around the average return within which shorterterm results tend to fall), we have developed five
broad profiles and assigned a benchmark strategic
asset mix for each. These profiles range from very
conservative through balanced to aggressive growth.
It goes without saying that as investors accept
increasing levels of volatility, and therefore greater
risk that the actual experience will depart from the
longer-term norm, the potential for returns rises. The
five profiles presented below may assist investors in
selecting a strategic asset mix best aligned to their
investment goals.

This tactical recommendation for the Balanced profile
can serve as a guide for movement within the ranges
allowed for all other profiles.

Each quarter, the RBC GAM Investment Strategy
Committee publishes a recommended asset mix

1

A tactical range of +/- 15% around the benchmark
position allows us to raise or lower exposure to
specific asset classes with a goal of tilting portfolios
toward those markets that offer comparatively
attractive near-term prospects.

The value-added of tactical strategies is, of course,
dependent on the degree to which the expected
scenario unfolds.
Regular reviews of portfolio weights are essential to
the ultimate success of an investment plan as they
ensure current exposures are aligned with levels of
long-term returns and risk tolerances best suited to
individual investors.
Anchoring portfolios with a suitable strategic asset
mix, and placing boundaries defining the allowed
range for tactical positioning, imposes discipline that
can limit damage caused by swings in emotion that
inevitably accompany both bull and bear markets.

Average return: The average total return produced by the asset class over the period 1979 – 2019, based on monthly results.

2

Volatility: The standard deviation of returns. Standard deviation is a statistical measure that indicates the range around the average return
within which 2/3 of results will fall into, assuming a normal distribution around the long-term average.
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Recommended Asset Mix

Global Asset Mix
Benchmark
Policy

Past
range

Summer
2019

Fall
2019

New Year
2020

Spring
2020

Summer
2020

2.0%

1.0% – 16%

2.5%

3.0%

1.0%

2.0%

1.0%

Bonds

38.0%

25.0% – 54.0%

40.0%

40.0%

40.0%

39.0%

38.0%

Stocks

60.0%

36.0% – 65.0%

57.5%

57.0%

59.0%

59.0%

61.0%

Cash

Note: Effective June 1, 2020, we reset our strategic neutral positions to reflect long-lasting changes in economy and capital markets’ dynamics. Boosting strategic
neutral equity exposure by 5% and reducing fixed income by same amount in our reference balanced portfolio.

Regional Allocation
Global Bonds

WGBI*
May 2020

Past
range

Summer
2019

Fall
2019

New Year
2020

Spring
2020

Summer
2020

North America

42.3%

18% – 48%

40.3%

48.3%

43.8%

44.2%

42.3%

Europe

39.0%

32% – 56%

43.3%

32.9%

37.7%

37.7%

39.0%

Asia

18.7%

16% – 35%

16.5%

18.8%

18.5%

18.2%

18.7%

Note: Past Range reflects historical allocation from Fall 2002 to present.

Global Equities

MSCI**
May 2020

Past
range

Summer
2019

Fall
2019

New Year
2020

Spring
2020

Summer
2020

North America

66.7%

51% – 66%

61.9%

63.1%

62.5%

63.6%

65.7%

Europe

16.4%

16% – 35%

19.1%

18.2%

18.6%

17.8%

16.1%

Asia

9.7%

9% – 18%

11.6%

11.2%

11.4%

11.1%

10.7%

Emerging Markets

7.3%

0% – 8.5%

7.5%

7.5%

7.5%

7.5%

7.5%

Our asset mix is reported as at the end of each quarter. The mix is fluid and may be adjusted within each quarter, although we do not always report on shifts as
they occur. The weights in the table should be considered a snapshot of our asset mix at the date of release of the Global Investment Outlook.

Global Equity Sector Allocation

Energy

MSCI**
May 2020

RBC GAM ISC
Spring 2020

RBC GAM ISC
Summer 2020

Change from
Spring 2020

Weight vs.
Benchmark

3.49%

2.40%

1.99%

(0.42)

57.0%

Materials

4.20%

2.17%

2.70%

0.53

64.3%

Industrials

10.01%

11.93%

9.01%

(2.92)

90.0%

Consumer Discretionary

10.65%

12.25%

11.65%

(0.61)

109.4%

Consumer Staples

8.82%

8.24%

8.82%

0.58

100.0%

Health Care

14.77%

14.98%

16.77%

1.79

113.5%

Financials

12.96%

14.43%

12.96%

(1.47)

100.0%

Information Technology

19.50%

19.33%

21.50%

2.16

110.3%

Communication Services

8.98%

8.47%

8.98%

0.51

100.0%

Utilities

3.52%

2.54%

3.52%

0.98

100.0%

Real Estate

3.10%

3.25%

2.10%

(1.15)

67.7%

*FTSE World Government Bond Index **MSCI World Index Source: RBC GAM Investment Strategy Committee
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Recommended Asset Mix

The RBC GAM Investment Strategy Committee has announced a
change to its strategic equity weight. Please refer to the article by
Dan Chornous on page 4 for details of this change. The committee
is also considering changes to our regional equity weights. We will
provide details of this change at a later date. For a global balanced
investor, we are tactically positioned at 61% equity, 38% fixed income
and 1% cash.
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Capital Markets Performance
Milos Vukovic, MBA, CFA
V.P. & Head of Investment Policy
RBC Global Asset Management Inc.

The U.S. dollar, supported by its
status as a safe-haven currency,
rose sharply against other major
currencies during the initial stage
of the COVID-19 market turmoil in
March. The greenback’s strength
and currency volatility abated only
after major central banks revealed
plans for huge liquidity injections
to ensure the proper functioning
of capital markets. The U.S. dollar
finished the quarter ended May 31,
2020, up 3.8% against the British
pound and up 2.6% against the
Canadian dollar, while remaining
relatively flat against the euro
and yen. Sterling weakness was
attributed to concerns about the
British economy, its future trade
relationship with Europe and its
late implementation of pandemic
lockdown measures. The loonie
struggled as the Canadian economy
faced weakness in oil prices,
financially burdened consumers and
diminishing foreign investment.
Bond yields in the U.S., Canada
and the U.K. fell markedly over
the three months ended May
31, 2020 as a result of quick and
aggressive monetary-policy action
by central banks in response to the
coronavirus pandemic. The U.S.
Federal Reserve, the Bank of Canada

and the Bank of England cut interest
rates to near zero and either began
or resumed significant quantitativeeasing programs. The yield on the
10-year U.S. Treasury bond fell to a
record low of 0.31% from 1.15% three
months ago, and ended the quarter
at 0.65%. As a result, U.S. bond
indexes like the Bloomberg Barclays
U.S. Aggregate Bond Index and FTSE
U.S. Government Bond Index gained
the most, with both returning 1.7%.
The FTSE Japanese Government
Bond Index was the worst performer,
posting a loss of 2.1% in U.S.-dollar
terms. Over the latest one-year
period, key bond indexes were
generally up by percentages in the
mid-to-high single digits, except
for the FTSE Japanese Government
Bond Index, which posted a small
decline of 0.2%.
Global equity markets were
extremely volatile in the most recent
quarter, with many markets falling
about one-third from their peaks
and then retracing a large part of
those losses. The implementation of
lockdown measures helped to slow
the spread of the virus, but wreaked
havoc on economies and capital
markets. However, equity markets
began to rally from the lows in late
March, supported by enormous
monetary- and fiscal-stimulus
announcements totaling over 35%
of GDP. Since the March 23 low,
the S&P 500 Index and MSCI World
Index regained two-thirds of their
peak-to-trough declines and ended
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the quarter with slight gains. Among
broad market indexes measured
in U.S. dollars, the MSCI Japan
Index and the S&P 500 Index fared
the best, returning 3.7% and 3.6%,
respectively, in the latest threemonth period. U.K., France and
emerging-market stocks fared the
worst, posting losses of 10.7% for
the MSCI United Kingdom Index,
9.8% for the MSCI France Index and
6.9% for the MSCI Emerging Markets
Index.
As panic gripped capital markets,
investors sought shelter in the
relative stability of large-cap stocks,
which outperformed their smaller
brethren in the three months ended
May 31, 2020. The 8.8% drop in
the small-cap S&P 600 Index was
over 12 percentage points lower
than the return of the large-cap
S&P 500. Investors preferred the
predictability of strong earnings
growth from growth stocks as
many companies struggled with
the COVID-19-related lockdowns.
The Russell 3000 Growth Index
delivered a 9.9% return while the
Russell 3000 Value Index lost 5.1%. A
huge dispersion in returns can also
be seen for global equity sectors in
the quarter. The high-growth Health
Care and Information Technology
sectors led the way with returns of
11.9% and 11.0%, respectively. At the
other end of the spectrum was the
Energy sector’s 16.8% loss and the
Financials sector’s 14.9% drop.
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Exchange Rates

Current
USD

Periods ending May 31, 2020
3 months
YTD
(%)
(%)

1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

5 years
(%)

USD–CAD

1.3769

2.58

6.03

1.87

0.64

2.06

USD–EUR

0.9009

(0.55)

1.05

0.64

0.40

(0.21)

USD–GBP
USD–JPY

0.8097

3.82

7.26

2.37

1.42

4.36

107.8450

(0.01)

(0.75)

(0.48)

(0.88)

(2.77)

Note: all changes above are expressed in US dollar terms

Canada

Periods ending May 31, 2020

Fixed Income Markets: Total Return
FTSE Canada Univ. Bond Index TR

3 months
(%)

YTD
(%)

USD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

5 years
(%)

3 months
(%)

CAD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

(0.54)

(0.27)

5.09

3.63

1.64

2.03

7.05

4.29

U.S.

Periods ending May 31, 2020

Fixed Income Markets: Total Return
FTSE U.S. Government TR
1

BBgBarc U.S. Agg. Bond Index TR

3 months
(%)

YTD
(%)

USD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

5 years
(%)

3 months
(%)

CAD
1 year
(%)

1.74

5.53

9.57

5.11

3.98

4.37

11.62

5.64

1.65

5.47

9.42

5.07

3.94

4.27

11.46

5.74

5 years
(%)

3 months
(%)

CAD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

3 years
(%)

Global

Periods ending May 31, 2020

Fixed Income Markets: Total Return
FTSE WGBI TR

3 months
(%)

YTD
(%)

USD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

0.52

2.68

6.19

3.69

3.41

3.11

8.18

4.22

FTSE European Government TR

(0.32)

0.61

4.84

2.87

2.52

2.25

6.80

3.52

FTSE Japanese Government TR

(2.13)

0.07

(0.17)

1.89

4.60

0.39

1.69

2.54

5 years
(%)

3 months
(%)

CAD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

Canada

Periods ending May 31, 2020

Equity Markets: Total Return

3 months
(%)

YTD
(%)

USD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

S&P/TSX Composite

(8.05)

(14.83)

(3.91)

2.16

1.28

(5.68)

(2.11)

2.81

S&P/TSX 60

(7.10)

(13.50)

(3.17)

3.02

2.07

(4.70)

(1.36)

3.68

S&P/TSX Small Cap

(9.64)

(23.47)

(12.80)

(6.68)

(3.94)

(7.31)

(11.18)

5 years
(%)

3 months
(%)

CAD
1 year
(%)

(6.09)

U.S.

Periods ending May 31, 2020

Equity Markets: Total Return

3 months
(%)

YTD
(%)

USD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

3 years
(%)

S&P 500 TR

3.59

(4.97)

12.84

10.23

9.86

6.26

14.95

10.94

S&P 400 TR

(2.27)

(13.86)

(0.81)

2.51

4.68

0.25

1.04

3.17

S&P 600 TR

(8.77)

(20.81)

(8.11)

0.32

3.93

(6.42)

(6.40)

0.96

Russell 3000 Value TR

(5.14)

(16.36)

(2.52)

2.16

4.12

(2.70)

(0.70)

2.81

Russell 3000 Growth TR

9.91

4.47

24.99

16.55

13.91

12.75

27.32

17.30

NASDAQ Composite Index TR

11.07

6.22

28.66

16.48

14.64

13.94

31.07

17.23

1

Note: all rates of return presented for periods longer than 1 year are annualized. Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg. Bond Index TR. Source: RBC GAM
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Global

Periods ending May 31, 2020
3 months
(%)

YTD
(%)

USD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

5 years
(%)

3 months
(%)

CAD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

0.89

(8.20)

6.80

5.91

5.84

3.89

9.19

6.73

MSCI EAFE TR *

(3.73)

(14.26)

(2.81)

(0.37)

0.79

(0.87)

(0.64)

0.40

MSCI Europe TR *

(5.24)

(16.19)

(4.41)

(1.68)

0.03

(2.43)

(2.26)

(0.93)

MSCI Pacific TR *

(1.24)

(11.12)

(0.24)

1.98

2.25

1.69

2.00

2.77

MSCI UK TR *

(10.72)

(24.36)

(14.85)

(5.01)

(3.44)

(8.07)

(12.95)

(4.28)

MSCI France TR *

(9.84)

(20.63)

(8.22)

(1.87)

1.71

(7.17)

(6.17)

(1.11)

MSCI Germany TR *

(1.13)

(13.02)

(1.54)

(3.60)

0.05

1.80

0.66

(2.85)

MSCI Japan TR *

3.65

(7.11)

6.98

3.34

3.09

6.73

9.38

4.13

(6.95)

(15.96)

(4.39)

(0.15)

0.88

(4.18)

(2.24)

0.62

Equity Markets: Total Return
MSCI World TR *

MSCI Emerging Markets TR *

Global Equity Sectors

Periods ending May 31, 2020
3 months
(%)

YTD
(%)

USD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

5 years
(%)

3 months
(%)

CAD
1 year
(%)

3 years
(%)

(16.82)

(34.97)

(31.19)

(11.25)

(8.73)

(14.35)

(29.64)

(10.56)

Materials TR *

4.94

(10.73)

3.86

2.93

2.99

8.05

6.19

3.72

Industrials TR *

(5.58)

(15.22)

(2.94)

1.18

4.29

(2.78)

(0.77)

1.96

5.95

(3.19)

11.77

8.50

7.60

9.10

14.27

9.34

Consumer Staples TR *

2.69

(6.36)

4.18

2.05

4.75

5.74

6.51

2.84

Health Care TR *

11.92

2.78

23.19

11.28

6.80

15.24

25.96

12.14

(14.87)

(25.27)

(13.55)

(3.15)

0.04

(12.34)

(11.61)

(2.40)

Sector: Total Return
Energy TR *

Consumer Discretionary TR *

Financials TR *
Information Technology TR *

10.96

6.20

34.50

20.53

18.40

14.25

37.52

21.46

Communication Services TR*

4.13

(2.44)

10.93

4.62

3.91

7.22

13.41

5.43

Utilities TR *

(4.92)

(7.30)

4.47

5.01

5.97

(2.09)

6.81

5.82

Real Estate TR *

(10.20)

(15.81)

(9.55)

1.20

NA

(7.53)

(7.52)

1.98

* Net of taxes. Note: all rates of return presented for periods longer than 1 year are annualized. Source: Bloomberg/MSCI
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Economic Outlook
The coronavirus, COVID-19, engulfs the world

Chief Economist
RBC Global Asset Management Inc.

The coronavirus crisis has truly
engulfed the world. The pandemic has
so altered the economic trajectory
that early-2020 blockbuster topics
such as the approaching U.S. election,
an important Brexit deadline and the
deterioration of U.S.-China relations
barely get remarked on today.
In the great majority of recessions,
the potential trigger is identified in
advance by at least a subset of the
forecasting community. That was not
the case with COVID-19, the disease
caused by the coronavirus, SARSCoV-2. As the coronavirus began
spreading around China’s Hubei
province in January, few investors
put any serious weight on a global
pandemic interfering with the global
economy in 2020, let alone producing
the sharpest GDP decline in modern
history.
Even once it was understood that
a serious pandemic was underway,
precedent provided little guidance.
Comparisons to SARS, a 2003 outbreak
that was quickly contained, proved
flimsy almost immediately. Pandemics
such as the Spanish Flu of 1918-1919,
the Asian Flu of 1957-1958 and the Hong
Kong Flu of 1968-1969 did real human
damage, but the economic effects were
minimal compared to the impact of
COVID-19. It is not that this virus is so
much more potent than the others, but
rather that governments have been

Exhibit 1: Global economic surprises crashed, but have rebounded
100
80
60
40
20
0
-20
-40
-60
-80
-100
-120
-140
-160
2008

Positive surprises

Citigroup Economic Surprise
Index
(1 std dev=100)

Eric Lascelles

Negative surprises

2009

2010

U.S.

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

G10

Note: As of 5/29/2020. Source: Citigroup, Bloomberg, RBC GAM

Exhibit 2: Recovery checklist: several boxes being ticked
Recovery checklist

Achieved?

Significant disease containment efforts

Yes

Major government stimulus

Yes

Decline in Italian new cases / day

Yes

Decline in U.S. new cases / day

Yes

Decline in global new cases / day

Maybe

Decline in global new fatalities / day

Maybe

Credible plan to end quarantine

Maybe

Quarantining significantly reduced

In progress

Return to economic growth

Yes

Development of important therapeutic

No

Development of vaccine

No

Achievement of herd immunity

No

Return to prior level of output

No

Note: As at 2020-05-20. Source: RBC GAM

willing this time to effect lockdowns.
Large chunks of the economy have
been shut down via edict, with people
staying at home and businesses
prevented from opening. Economic
data has massively undershot
expectations (Exhibit 1).

Lacking precedent, workers,
businesses, investors and forecasters
are stumbling forward. Fortunately,
the lockdowns have borne some
fruit, with the spread of the virus now
slowing in many parts of the world.
In turn, social-distancing measures
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Most worryingly, there is a mounting
risk that some regions may have to
impose a second round of lockdowns
as their rates of infection begin rising
again.

The spread of COVID-19
The virus originated in China, and
rapidly spread around the world.
The fatality rate of the virus is
unremarkable by the standards of
prior pandemics, but the virus is
easily transmitted. Absent special
preventative measures, the average
sick individual infects three more
people – a dangerously high trajectory.
The virus has proven unusually
devious in a variety of ways: it is
contagious before symptoms have
appeared; a significant fraction of
those infected manifest no symptoms
at all; and its main symptoms mimic
the flu and common cold.
More than 6 million people around
the world have been stricken by
COVID-19, with around 100,000 new
daily infections. The transmission rate
has declined significantly, but is now
stuck slightly above the key threshold
of one (Exhibit 3). Fortunately, while
the virus itself can no longer be said to
be in decline, according to the global
transmission numbers, the fatality rate
does appear to be declining (Exhibit 4).

4

120
Transmission rate

100
80

2

60
40

1

20
0
2020-03-01

2020-03-16

2020-03-31

2020-04-15

New daily cases, World (RHS)

2020-04-30

2020-05-15

Daily new conﬁrmed cases
(thousands)

140

3

0
2020-05-30

Transmission rate, world (LHS)

Note: As of 6/1/2020. Transmission rate calculated as 7-day % change of underlying 5-day moving
average of new daily cases. Source: ECDC, Macrobond, RBC GAM

Exhibit 4: Global new cases rising while deaths declining

7DMA new cases/deaths,
indexed to peak = 100

Our checklist of key coronavirus
developments shows that important
progress is being made, though we
are still a long way from “normal’
(Exhibit 2).

Exhibit 3: Global transmission rate hovering around key threshold
of one

100
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2020-04-07
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2020-05-29

Global daily deaths

Note: As of 6/1/2020. 7-day moving average of cases & deaths indexed to 100. Source: ECDC,
Macrobond, RBC GAM

Exhibit 5: COVID-19 hitting emerging-market countries now

Daily new conﬁrmed cases
(thousands)

are beginning to ease and economic
activity is starting to revive. Financial
markets have staged a substantial
rebound. The worst may be over on
all counts.
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New daily cases, developed markets
New daily cases, emerging markets
Note: As of 6/1/2020. DM aggregates case count from France, Germany, Italy, Spain, U.K, and U.S. and
represents 47.2% of global cases. EM aggregates case count from Brazil, India, Iran, Peru, Russia, and
Turkey and represents 25.6% of global cases. Source: ECDC, Macrobond, RBC GAM
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Exhibit 6: COVID-19 economic channels
Shallow depth
scenarios

Medium depth
scenarios

Deep depth
scenarios

Small

Medium

Very large

Medium

Large

Very large

Small

Medium

Large

Reduction in labour supply, product demand

Minimal

Minimal

Small

Illness

Temporary reduction in labour supply

Minimal

Small

Medium

Quarantine

Temporary reduction in labour supply & product demand

Medium

Large

Very large

Supply chain

Magnifies other effects; slows recovery

Small

Medium

Medium

Liquidity/solvency

Temporary losses can tip businesses/households into
illiquidity or insolvency

Small

Medium

Very large

-2 to -5

-6 to -11

-11 to -19

Economic channel

Description

Financial markets

Tighter financial conditions, negative wealth effect

Business confidence

Reluctance to hire, invest, buy inputs

Household confidence

Reluctance to spend

Death

Effect on 2020 developed-world GDP growth rate (ppt):
(each cell’s range reflects different possible crisis durations)
Note: As at Apr 24, 2020. Source: RBC GAM

The fatality numbers are arguably
the more accurate of the two sets of
estimates.
Developed countries are generally
having increased success at taming
their infection rates, while a significant
number of emerging-market countries
continue to suffer a rising infection
rate (Exhibit 5).

Exhibit 7: Five key economic questions

Level of GDP

4
1

The many deaths and illnesses
constitute a human tragedy, but the
primary economic damage is actually
centred elsewhere. Governmentimposed lockdowns inflict the deepest
wound, preventing many people from
working and spending, and companies
from operating. The hit via business

When GDP
returns to prior
trajectory

Depth
of trough

3

Forecasts slashed
The pandemic has generated the
largest and most abrupt shock to
global growth in modern history.
The virus impacts the economy in a
number of ways (Exhibit 6).

When GDP
returns to
prior level

5

2

Initial
bounce

Duration
of trough

Source: RBC GAM

confidence is also potentially
quite large, with businesses opting
to lay off workers, scale back capital
expenditures and purchase fewer
inputs.
Household confidence is another
relevant channel. Consumer spending
has declined far more sharply than
household income, pointing to a

confidence effect. Supply-chain issues
and liquidity/solvency problems may
yet become more pressing.
Attempts to quantify the effects of the
coronavirus on economic activity must
be framed via five questions (Exhibit
7). Our base-case outlook for the U.S.
economy rests upon the following
assumptions:
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1. Depth of trough: The economy

initially shrank by 18% from February
into April.

Exhibit 8: Global manufacturing rebounded tentatively after freefall

trough lasted from the second half
of March into late April.
3. Initial bounce: Half of the economic

decline is recovered by mid-July.
4. When GDP returns to prior level:

The economy returns to its prior
peak at the end of 2021.

Manufacturing PMI

2. Duration of trough: The economic

5. When GDP returns to prior

57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41
39
37
35
2012

Emerging economies merit particular
attention. Many continue to suffer a
rising number of infections because
a large fraction of their citizens live
in subsistence-level poverty that
precludes sustained social distancing,
and their governments have more
limited resources to provide adequate
medical care and/or monetary and
fiscal stimulus.
Another way of evaluating the
economic damage is on a sectorby-sector basis. Sectors reliant on

2013
2014
J.P.Morgan Global PMI

2015
2016
2017
Developed markets PMI

2018
2019
2020
Emerging markets PMI

Exhibit 9: RBC GAM GDP forecast for developed markets
7
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3.8%

Annual GDP growth (%)

5

3.6%

3.1%
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3
1
-1
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-5
-7

-7.1%

-9

-7.9%

-8.8%

-11
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-13
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Source: RBC GAM

Exhibit 10: RBC GAM GDP forecast for emerging markets
12

10.7%

10
Annual GDP growth (%)

When these key assumptions are
incorporated into a 2020 growth
forecast, they point to sharp economic
declines not just in the U.S. but
across the developed world (Exhibit
9). The impact on emerging markets
is somewhat more varied, but also
considerable (Exhibit 10).

Contraction

Note: As of May 2020. PMI refers to Purchasing Managers Index for manufacturing sector, a measure
for economic activity. Source: Haver Analytics, RBC GAM

trajectory: The economy rejoins its
prior trajectory in the middle
of 2022.
Purchasing manager indexes
corroborate the initial elements of
this pattern, with a sharp decline in
economic output visible in March, a
further deterioration in April, and a
tentative revival in May (Exhibit 8).
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Estimating the hit to output
We have cobbled together an
incredible variety of real-time and
unconventional macroeconomic
indicators that help us to better
understand how the pandemic is
affecting economies. Some of these
measures are quite narrow, providing a
porthole into such minutiae as movieticket sales, traffic congestion and
airline passengers.
Other measures offer a broader view,
such as a survey of U.S. businesses
that showed sales declining as much
as 44% in the wake of lockdowns
(Exhibit 12). A survey of the hours
worked by U.S. hourly workers found
a drop of as much as 60% (Exhibit 13).
Credit- and debit-card data in various
countries argues that spending fell
by at least 30% at the height of the
lockdowns. Our own model of business
investment uses leading indicators to
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Exhibit 12: New orders and sales of U.S. businesses hammered by
COVID-19
Change in new orders or sales
for all firms (%)

Our growth forecasts have, naturally,
been slashed over the past quarter,
and are mostly below the consensus
(Exhibit 11). This relative positioning
has been informed by a number of realtime economic indicators (discussed
in the next section) and our view that
the economic recovery will be only
partial in the short run (discussed in
the subsequent section).

Exhibit 11: GAM forecasts vs. consensus for 2020
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Source: Weekly Business Outlook Survey on the COVID-19 Outbreak, Federal Reserve
Bank of Philadelphia, RBC GAM

Exhibit 13: Number of hours worked by hourly workers in the U.S.
dropped substantially
10
Change from median (%)

travel and physical interaction such
as entertainment, tourism and retail
suffer the greatest blow, while those
such as health care, government
and agriculture are more resilient.
At an even more granular level, large
businesses generally outperform small
ones, and those that can pivot toward
online offerings are obviously besting
those that require in-person visits.
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Note: As of 5/31/2020. Impact compares hours worked in a day vs. median for the same day of the week in
January, 2020. Source: Homebase, Macrobond, RBC GAM
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The economic damage has
nevertheless been immense.
Accordingly, our forecasts assume
an 18% peak-to-trough decline in
U.S. output, and a somewhat steeper
decline in most other developed
countries for reasons articulated later.

Recovery assumptions
No less relevant than the extent of the
economic decline is how quickly and
completely the damage can be undone.
Governments are now in a better
position to ease restrictions given the
many exit criteria that are starting
to be met: a decline in the number
of new cases in many countries, the
availability of spare medical capacity,
a huge increase in testing capacity,
and the implementation of enhanced
protective measures that reduce the
risk for workers and shoppers. In turn,
multi-phased recovery sequences are
being implemented (Exhibit 16).
The incremental re-opening of
economies is visible in a variety
of ways. Our metric estimating
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The first pieces of more conventional
economic data are starting to become
available for the crucial month of April,
and these suggest that the real-time
indicators may have exaggerated
the extent of the economic suffering.
For instance, while U.S. initial jobless
claims now number roughly 40 million
(Exhibit 15), the actual number of jobs
lost appears to be about 10 million
less. In this particular case, the
discrepancy lies in the fact that some
applicants for government aid were
making multiple submissions.

Capital expenditures
(# of standard deviations
from normal)

Exhibit 14: U.S. capex indicators nosedived

Unemployment insurance initial
claims (millions)

predict that this critical component of
GDP has also retreated substantially
(Exhibit 14).

Note: Capital expenditures (May 2020) are 3-month moving average of an aggregate of normalized
indicators of future and current capex from surveys on manufacturing and non-manufacturing firms
conducted by the NFIB, the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, New York,
Philadelphia, and Richmond. Real equipment investment as of Q1 2020.
Source: Haver Analytics, RBC GAM

Exhibit 15: U.S. jobless claims decreasing gradually
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Exhibit 16: Exit strategy and sequence
Exit criteria:
yyReduced new virus count
yySpare medical capacity
yyEnhanced testing & tracing
yyEnhanced protective measures (masks, altered workspaces, transit, store procedures)
Restart sequence:
yyYoung, healthy and immune workers can restart before old and sick
yyJobs that can be done from home
yyJobs with low interpersonal contact
yySectors that are essential to allowing a broader restart of the economy
yySectors with a high economic importance
yySchools/daycares to let parents work outside the home
yySocial activities come later (restaurants, theatre, recreational sports)
yyMass gatherings must wait for herd immunity or vaccine
Criticism:
yyEconomy is extremely complex – most sectors provide important inputs to other sectors
Source: RBC GAM
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Similarly, many real-time economic
indicators now point toward some
semblance of an economic rebound.
Data for U.S. business sales and hours
worked both now show that around
one-third of the initial decline for the
two measures has been recovered.
Credit- and debit-card data has
generally reclaimed more than half
of the initial spending decline. Even if
such real-time measures exaggerated
the extent of the recovery, the recovery
has come together faster than we had
initially expected.
Nevertheless, the remainder of the
recovery is still only likely to be partial
in the near term, for three reasons
(Exhibit 18).
First, re-openings are, by design,
incremental. In theory, the idea is for
governments to wait several weeks
between each step to ensure no
significant acceleration in the number
of infections before proceeding. This
process will take several months, at
a minimum, and there is a fair risk that
the progression will have to be halted
or even partially unwound along
the way.
Based on our understanding of the
natural transmission rate of COVID-19
relative to its diminished transmission
rate under lockdown, some simple
math argues that only around 13% of
the lockdown protocol can be eased
before the virus accelerates anew.

Exhibit 17: Rebound visible across all countries
1

Lockdown severity

the severity of pandemic-related
lockdowns shows that a significant
number of countries have managed
to partially restart, as measured by
Google Mobility, Apple Mobility
and Oxford University researchers
(Exhibit 17).
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Exhibit 18: The economy is unlikely to completely recover for quite
some time
Three reasons the economic recovery should be gradual:
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Incremental re-opening
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Limited demand
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Limited supply

• Government plans
incremental restart

• Diminished income

• Supply chain issues

• Limited by disease
transmission

• Diminished wealth
• Limited pent-up demand
(virus hit services)

• Re-hiring workers could
be challenging given
generous government
beneﬁts

• Cannot fully re-open until
one of the following:
• Mass testing &
tracing

• Generalized risk aversion
• Speciﬁc aversion to
social activities

• Effective therapeutic
• Vaccine
• Herd immunity

Source: RBC GAM

While that figure probably
underestimates how much
normalization can actually occur, it
makes the point that anything like a
full return to normal is not yet possible
until there is mass testing and tracing,
an effective treatment, a vaccine or
herd immunity.
Of these, testing has made significant
progress. The U.S. daily testing rate
is now 15 times higher than it was two
months ago, but it remains short of

what’s needed to immediately detect
and snuff out flare-ups. A variety of
tracing programs now exist, but many
have been criticized for being too slow
or insufficiently thorough. A variety
of software solutions are now being
developed, though they have not
enjoyed universal success. Testing
and tracing could yet prove the key to
economic normality, but the necessary
measures have not yet been delivered.
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Many experimental therapies and
vaccines are under development
to target COVID-19. The potential
therapies represent something of an
X-factor. They can be developed more
quickly than vaccines, but it is unclear
whether any will actually work. Note
that no cure exists for the common
cold despite decades of effort.
Vaccines take more time to develop
and produce, but there is a good
chance that one will eventually be
produced. Some have been so bold as
to claim that a vaccine could be ready
by this fall, though a more realistic
scenario is sometime in 2021. As such,
it is not a near-term solution.
Herd immunity may end up being
a longer-term solution to COVID-19
assuming the virus continues to
circulate and no other fixes are
found. However, it is not a particularly
desirable outcome, requiring around
70% of the world to be infected, and
implying around 1.8 million deaths in
the U.S. alone. Even using aggressively
high assumptions about the true
number of infected people based on
antibody testing, it is unlikely that even
10% of the world has been exposed so
far. The Spanish Flu pandemic of 19181919 was eventually defeated via herd
immunity, but that virus had a lower
natural transmission rate and so only
around 30% of the world’s population
was infected before herd immunity was
achieved.
The second reason the recovery is
likely to be incomplete in the near term
is that serious damage is happening
on the demand side of the economy.
Income and wealth have deteriorated.

Risk aversion is always elevated after
recessions, consistent with a more
gradual rebound than the pace of
the initial decline. Finally, people will
likely remain particularly averse to
highly social activities, even once the
danger of COVID-19 has passed. This
will keep some sectors like tourism,
entertainment and food services
somewhat depressed for an extended
period of time.
Third, the supply side of the economy
will likely also be moderately
constrained, though probably less so
than the demand side. The resumption
of supply chains may be particularly
challenging. Only a single link must
be broken for problems to arise.
Furthermore, even as companies
begin to reopen, some are reporting
difficulty persuading workers to
return. This is for a combination of
reasons: some furloughed workers
are earning as much or more from
government programs than they were
while working; some cannot leave their
children at home given that schools
and camps are largely closed; and
some are understandably worried
about being exposed to the virus.
Let us also not forget the possible
emergence of second-round
challenges. Whereas initially the
only businesses forced to close are
those that cannot be open according
to government edict, the longer the
economy remains weak, the greater
this will bleed through into other
sectors. In addition, even as the
economy rebounds in May and beyond,
it remains notably smaller than
normal. In this sense, May can also
be thought of as the third consecutive
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month of below-normal income, with
the damage therefore continuing to
accumulate well into any recovery. A
rough sense for this can be obtained
by examining the frequency with which
different words are searched for in
Google. Whereas initially the terms
“unemployment” and “layoff” were
dominating the results, these have
since faded as the economic situation
improves. In their place, other slower
burning but potentially more damaging
terms such as “bankruptcy” and
“foreclosure” are rising.
A further impediment to a sustained
recovery is that many fiscal programs
are set to expire in the coming months.
It is likely that such programs will be
extended, but if they are not, a fresh
headwind would appear.

The recovery risk
So far, jurisdictions that have opened
with particular enthusiasm, such
as the U.S. state of Georgia, have
seemingly managed to avoid an
immediate infection spike (Exhibit 19).
That said, the state has been criticized
for how it is tabulating its figures and it
is still fairly early going. At a minimum,
Georgia and other regions like it are
serving as the proverbial canaries in
the coal mine.
In attempting to gauge what countries
are most at risk of suffering a
second wave of infections, we focus
on variables such as the number
of infections per capita, the rate at
which new cases are accelerating/
decelerating, the stringency of the
lockdowns and the extent to which
they are being loosened (Exhibit
20). The U.S. is near the top of the
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vulnerability rankings, and Sweden, which did not order a
strict lockdown, is also at risk.
Reflecting the high degree of uncertainty around the
recovery, we are operating with an unusually large number
of scenarios (Exhibit 21). These capture three different
possible peak-to-trough declines, multiplied by three
different possibilities for the pace of the recovery. Our
base-case outlook for the U.S. takes the middle decline and
the middle rate of recovery, yielding a 7.1% decline in 2020
GDP. The specific trajectory of this forecast, alongside the
most pessimistic and optimistic of the nine scenarios, are
visualized in the following chart (Exhibit 22).

Exhibit 19: Early openers like Georgia avoid
disaster so far

Of the nine scenarios, the second most likely is arguably
the medium depth/slow recovery scenario, which equates
to a 10.6% decline in U.S. 2020 GDP. This scenario assumes
that the process of easing social-distancing measures is
extremely slow, perhaps even interrupted for a period of
time as further outbreaks occur. The scenario doesn’t have
the economy reclaiming half of its lost output until the
spring of 2021.
In something of a reversal of the usual refrain, what goes
down must come back up in the world of economics. This is
to say, the more extreme the economic decline in 2020, the
stronger the rebound we anticipate for 2021 as the economy
makes strides toward normalization.

Exhibit 20: Countries easing lockdowns with
higher transmission rate at increased risk of a
second wave
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Exhibit 22: Potential trajectories of U.S. economic
growth

Exhibit 21: COVID-19 scenarios
2020 U.S. real GDP forecast
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However, Chinese consumer spending
has not enjoyed as complete a
recovery because many people
remain reluctant to spend (Exhibit 24).
Additionally, it is far from assured that
other countries can realistically mimic
China’s success in restarting because
China’s lockdown was unusually
comprehensive and the virus barely
made an appearance outside of one
region of the country.

Not the Great Depression
In grappling with an economic shock
of such gigantic proportions, it is
natural to seek to better understand
where it ranks in the pantheon of past
economic disasters. In terms of the
speed of economic decline, there truly
is no precedent. Recessions can come
on quickly, but never before has global
output fallen by so much in the space
of weeks. In this sense, the COVID-19
experience is totally unprecedented.
Instances of war and natural disaster
have created bigger economic
disruptions within individual regions,
but never on so global a scale.
Examined over a longer time frame,
the COVID-19 pandemic is far from

Exhibit 23: Industrial activity in China improving gradually
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China has become something of a
lodestar on how to deal with the
coronavirus. It was the first country
affected by COVID-19 and the first to
make progress toward containing it.
Now China is the first to manage a
substantial economic rebound. The
good news is that Chinese industrial
activity is close to where it was before
the crisis, illustrating that some
sectors may return to normal quite
quickly (Exhibit 23).
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Exhibit 24: Consumer activity in China recovering
GS Coronavirus China Consumer
Activity Tracker (YoY % change)
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the worst economic blow ever. The
Great Depression produced a similar
decline in U.S. GDP over the span of
a single year, and recorded a slightly
worse peak-to-trough decline in
output. Arguably, the ultimate test of
economic damage is how much activity
was squandered over the full length
of the episode. By this measure, the
Great Depression was 15 times worse
than COVID-19 has been so far. And
although the initial economic decline
due to COVID-19 is more than five times
deeper than the global financial crisis,
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the slow recovery after the financial
crisis means that the current pandemic
may ultimately prove to have had a
slightly milder overall impact.

Policymakers deliver
Policymakers have been tasked
with two enormous jobs: controlling
the virus and keeping the economy
functioning. While there have been
significant missteps, the response
has been commendable (Exhibit 25).
In particular, it is far from clear that
so many countries would have the
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nerve to effectively shut down their
economies, or to deliver so much
stimulus so quickly.
Within the first few weeks that the
coronavirus began spreading via
community transfer, developedworld governments had imposed
lockdowns, closed borders, begun
testing and tracing programs (though
much remains to be desired) and
deployed a significant medical effort
to treat the afflicted. It would have
been ideal had they responded even
more quickly and with even greater
force, but this was arguably impossible
from a practical standpoint given the
complicated logistics and the reality
that no country was going to destroy
its economy without clear evidence
that the virus absolutely demanded it
within its own borders.
Economic-stimulus efforts took
slightly longer to congeal, but were
nevertheless extraordinarily quick and
expansive by the standards set in past
recessions.
Governments have now committed
truly unprecedented amounts of
monetary and fiscal support (Exhibit
26). Not only have central banks cut
their policy rates to the bone, but a
great deal of quantitative easing has
also been introduced. We estimate the
U.S. will deliver quantitative easing
worth an unprecedented 22% of GDP
over the span of the first year, 10
times greater than over the equivalent
period during the global financial
crisis. Canada has ventured for the
first time into quantitative easing at a
pace nearly as aggressive as the U.S.
Japan’s response has been on a par
with the U.S. and Canada, while the

Exhibit 25: Massive government efforts to address COVID-19 reduce
risk of uncontrolled spread, long-lasting recession
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Exhibit 26: Global COVID-19 stimulus packages
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The stimulus has also been unusually
broad and well targeted. For instance,
the monetary stimulus has been
disproportionately directed at keeping
markets functioning and businesses
solvent. Central banks have waded
into a variety of credit markets with
an eye to ensuring that businesses will
be able to continue rolling their debt
and that investors can get in and out of
positions as desired.
Similarly, the fiscal stimulus has
been much more broadly delivered
than during the global financial
crisis. Rather than funneled
disproportionately to financial
institutions, significant funds this
time have been allocated directly to
affected households and a wide range
of businesses. This serves the dual
purpose of filling an economic hole
and minimizing the odds that forgone
wages and business revenue will lead
to widespread insolvencies.
These extraordinary policy efforts are
factored into our growth forecasts
in two ways. The first is via the
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On the fiscal side, the effort has also
been massive. We estimate there is
direct fiscal stimulus worth 11.3% in the
U.S., and an even bigger 15.0% when
other elements of the relief package
are included such as loans and loan
guarantees. By the time the fiscal
effort is complete, and recognizing that
the revenue side of the equation has
also been damaged, we calculate that
government debt-to-GDP ratios across
much of the developed world will rise
by at least 20 percentage points.

Exhibit 27: Google mobility trends for workplaces and retail locations
Percent chnage from normal

U.K. and Eurozone have been decisive
if somewhat more restrained.

Note: As of 5/25/2020. Average of movement trends for workplaces and retail locations.
Source: Google, RBC GAM

observation that the initial economic
decline has been significantly less
severe than it would have been
without government cheques reaching
households and businesses during the
worst of the quarantine. The second
is via the assumption that the fiscal
stimulus will continue to boost activity
over the second half of 2020 and
the first half of 2021, in keeping with
traditional lags.
Looking ahead, somewhat more
stimulus is likely to be announced, in
part to restore particularly damaged
sectors, and in part to bridge the gap
between the currently scheduled
expiry of programs and the substantial
revival of economies.

International differences
The path of the coronavirus has
been fairly similar across countries
in that the virus has spread widely in
nearly every country, and countries
have responded via lockdowns and
stimulus. However, there are important
differences.
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Whereas normally the variation in
growth between countries can be
chalked up to different population
dynamics, mild perturbations in fiscal
and monetary policy, and the like, the
calculus has changed radically in the
COVID-19 era. We are now evaluating
the relative growth outlook for
countries based on four new criteria.
First, which countries have
implemented the most aggressive
lockdowns? To the extent the bulk
of the damage is coming from
governments telling workers to
stay home and companies to close,
this is easily the most important
consideration (Exhibit 27).
Second, how oriented is a country
to different sectors that fare well or
poorly in a pandemic? A big technology
industry offers buoyancy while a big
tourism sector is a millstone.
Third, we use a scorecard to tally up
a range of vulnerabilities by country,
including the rate of infection, each
country’s reliance on immigration
and trade, the elderly fraction of the
population, and so on.
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Conversely, Japan appears set to
nearly match the U.S., with a 7.9%
decline in 2020. Japan has been more
aggressive than many of its peers
in the delivery of stimulus and has
not had to implement as stringent
lockdowns as elsewhere.
In all cases, our base-case forecast
suggests a substantial rebound in
2021 – one that is arguably already
taking hold in every country as we
examine the real-time data.
While this analysis is reasonably
neat and tidy, it is worth recalling our
earlier analysis that not every country
is equally at risk of a resurgence of
the virus. Naturally enough, those
with milder lockdowns and higher
transmission rates are at a somewhat
greater risk of a recurrence (Exhibit
28). Thus, those that currently look
best from a base-case perspective
– the U.S. and Japan – could well fall
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The U.K. and Eurozone possess
somewhat worse parameters,
according to our methodology, having
implemented more extreme lockdowns,
having less favourable sector mixes
(a particularly large tourism sector
in the Eurozone, for instance), older
populations, and lower levels of
stimulus. This adds up to a 10.6%
decline in the Eurozone and an 11.0%
drop in the U.K.

2.5
Transmission rate

Combining these considerations into
a single set of national forecasts,
the U.S. fares unusually well given
its relatively lighter lockdowns,
favourable sector mix and aggressive
stimulus.

Exhibit 28: Transmission rate below one means COVID-19 in retreat

Note: As of 6/5/2020. Transmission rate calculated as 7-day % change of underlying 5-day moving
average of new daily cases. Source: ECDC, Macrobond, RBC GAM

Exhibit 29: Oil prices recovered lost ground after unprecedented
collapse
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Note: As of 5/29/2020. Source: Bloomberg, Haver Analytics, RBC GAM

back to the pack given their relatively
greater likelihood of an adverse
scenario.

Canadian considerations
In the ranks of countries affected by
COVID-19, Canada’s economy lands
somewhere in the middle, suffering
a worse hit than the U.S. and Japan,
but better than the Eurozone and U.K.
This is because, relative to the U.S.,
Canada has implemented slightly more
aggressive lockdowns, the country’s
sector mix is a hair less favourable

(including a large and beleaguered
resource sector), and the amount of
government stimulus is somewhat
smaller. This cocktail yields a forecast
Canadian GDP contraction of 8.8%
in 2020 versus a 7.1% contraction in
the U.S.
The unprecedented decline in the
price of oil – including a surreal period
during which oil futures prices were
temporarily negative – has done
considerable damage to the Canadian
economy (Exhibit 29). The country’s
housing market and highly leveraged
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Conventional measures of Canadian
economic activity point unsurprisingly
to a more serious economic
contraction than during the global
financial crisis (Exhibit 30).
Point-in-time estimates of Canadian
business revenue claim a nearly 30%
decline in the first quarter from the
year before (Exhibit 31). Canadian
credit-card and debit-card statistics
point to a 30%-plus initial spending
drop, though in keeping with the U.S.
trend, more than half of this has since
been recovered.

The downs and ups of inflation
There is a lot to evaluate in judging
how inflation should respond to the
pandemic (Exhibit 32). In the short
run, it seems fairly clear that inflation
will be lower rather than higher
(Exhibit 33). We believe inflation will
undershoot normal by around
2 percentage points this year.
Recessions are almost always
deflationary, and the temporary loss
of nearly 20% of economic demand is
far more likely to reduce inflation than
to spur it, despite some instances of
labour shortages. Furthermore, this
particular recession has been paired
with a collapse in oil prices. Measures
of market-based inflation expectations
have fallen and are now even lower
than before (Exhibit 34). There are also

Exhibit 30: Canadian growth to be hit hard; is the worst over?
Canadian Economic Composite
(standard deviations from
historical norm)

consumers are also more vulnerable
than in many other countries. Indeed,
it seems reasonable to expect at least
a moderate weakening in Canadian
home prices given that skyrocketing
unemployment and a fall-off in
immigration will likely reduce home
purchases.
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Note: As of May 2020. Composite constructed using four leading indicators from surveys on Canadian
businesses. Source: CFIB, Macrobond, RBC GAM

Exhibit 31: Decline in Canadian business revenue by sector
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Exhibit 32: Deflation in the short run, but possibly more inflation in
the long run
Deflationary pressures dominate in short run
Big shock to demand
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yyFrom demand shock + price war
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Source: RBC GAM
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yyBackfires eventually, but could be achievable if done

discreetly
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To be clear, it is far from preordained
that extra inflation is on its way. The
global financial crisis resulted in a
similar set-up and yet problematic
inflation never made an appearance.
But it is fair to say that there is
a higher-than-usual risk of extra
inflation, and this risk should be
considered to the extent it can limit
real returns in both bonds and stocks.

Long-term COVID-19
repercussions
Although COVID-19’s most powerful
blows land in the near term, it is
not unreasonable to speculate that
there may be a variety of lasting
consequences, as well (Exhibit 35).
Among the most obvious and enduring
implications are that levels of public

1.5
CPI (YoY % change)

However, the balance of evidence
points to higher inflation over the
medium and long run. Many of the
initial depressants are already fading:
economies are starting to open up
and the oil shock is already starting
to abate. Meanwhile, the arguments
for more inflation are potentially
more long-lasting. The money printed
by central banks is unlikely to be
unwound quickly. Elevated public-debt
levels will almost certainly endure,
and with them the temptation to run
inflation slightly hotter in an effort
to reduce their real burden. Efforts
by developed economies to bring
some manufacturing back within their
borders are also likely to lead to higher
prices as countries seek to reduce their
dependence on others.

Exhibit 33: RBC GAM CPI forecast for developed markets
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Exhibit 34: U.S. market-based inflation expectations fell sharply
U.S. inflation expectations (%)

longstanding structural depressants
such as an aging population and low
fertility rate.
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and private debt seem likely to
be persistently higher, redirecting
economic output from more productive
purposes toward servicing debt.
In turn, the sustainable rate of
economic growth may prove slightly
slower, with the rate of return on a
variety of investments presumably a
bit lower, too.

the additional debt so long as interest
rates remain extremely low, which
seems likely. One can certainly think
of a handful of Eurozone countries
with already precarious debt loads,
but recent steps by the European
Commission toward a form of debt
mutualization may reduce the scope of
any additional sovereign-debt crises.

Governments are unlikely to have the
means to pay down the additional
debt anytime soon. Fortunately, most
governments can afford to service

It is tempting to think that government
services could permanently expand
to include some of the emergency
wage-replacement provisions, but
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this is far from certain. Most of the
fiscal measures have explicit end
dates, and most are also linked to
a specific need. For instance, when
unemployment falls, so too will a big
part of government spending. And
even if there were a desire to maintain
some of the programs, governments
would need to raise taxes aggressively
to finance them. There is little talk
or appetite for higher taxes at this
juncture, particularly at a time when
the economy is weak.
It is easy to imagine that lifestyles
will change. Examples include a shift
toward less dense workplaces and
more working from home; a push
for more automation; the further
advance of online business at the
expense of brick-and-mortar stores;
and less business and personal travel.
Globalization was already in retreat
before the coronavirus came along,
but it could well nudge the needle
further in that direction. Each of these
developments, in turn, affects a variety
of industries – many for the worse,
though a few for the better.
Innovation could well be helped by
the new opportunities that open
up in a reconfigured world, but the
reduced ability to collaborate and a
more cautious approach to capital
expenditures seem more likely to slow
the rate of productivity growth rather
than accelerate it.
These are fascinating scenarios
to contemplate, and likely entirely
relevant over the coming years.
However, we do flag the distinct
possibility that most of these proposed
transformations actually revert to their
prior patterns over the long run. After

Exhibit 35: Long-term implications of COVID-19
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the terrorist attacks of September 11,
2001, many people became nervous
about flying in an airplane or working
in a tall building. Yet airline traffic
climbed consistently for most of the
next two decades before the pandemic
and builders kept filling high-rise
edifices with workers. The Spanish Flu
killed far more people than COVID-19
is likely to, yet fundamentally social
activities like going to restaurants and
theatres did not permanently vanish.
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Overlooked issues
Normally, our quarterly economic
missives evaluate a wide range of
themes and risks. This edition has
been quite different, drilling ever
more deeply into a single subject –
COVID-19 and its consequences. This
is defensible given the pandemic’s
extraordinary impact, but it is
worthwhile to at least flag some other
items of relevance.
U.S.-China relations were precarious
before COVID-19. We were of the view
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Much of where things go from here
depends on the U.S. election in
November. Tensions between the U.S.
and China would likely lessen if Joe
Biden, the Democratic candidate, wins
the ballot, though both Democrats
and Republicans have significant
grievances with China. Betting markets
currently point to a close race, with
Biden assigned a slightly better chance
of winning the election than Trump
(Exhibit 36). The fact that a challenger
such as Biden is so competitive is
notable as incumbents usually enjoy
a massive advantage in U.S. elections.
Moreover, many of the world’s leaders
have seen leaps in their popularity
in the wake of the pandemic, but
President Trump and his party, so far,
have not.
While the most likely scenario remains
that the Republicans retain the Senate
and the Democrats keep the House of
Representatives – splitting the balance
of power, there is a real chance that
the Democrats capture the Senate
and the presidency. Whether this is
good or bad from a financial-market

Exhibit 36: Democrats gaining momentum
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that the world was evolving from a
hegemonic position with the U.S. at
the top to a classically contentious
multipolar one even before President
Trump was elected. The pandemic
has exacerbated the situation, in part
because China is being blamed for
allowing the virus to spread beyond
its borders, in part because the virus
exposed supply-chain vulnerabilities,
and in part because disasters and
recessions have a way of spurring
isolationist thinking. It appears that a
new cold war is setting in, and global
growth may suffer from it over the
medium and long run.
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Exhibit 37: Brexit outlook tilting toward worse outcome
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perspective is more nuanced than
usual. Financial markets classically
prefer Republican governments given
the GOP’s preference for tax cuts and
deregulation. While Trump’s tariffs
and high level of policy uncertainty
have not been relished by the business
community, it remains reasonable to
surmise that markets would still prefer
a second Trump term to the possibility
of a sharp leftward shift under Biden.

Brexit is still on track to happen at the
end of 2020, though the subject is no
longer making newspaper headlines.
Comparatively speaking, the economic
damage done by a hard U.K. exit from
the European Union (EU) no longer
looks so awful when compared to
the massive damage being done by
COVID-19. Still, the U.K. hardly wants
to grapple with two major economic
shocks at once, and so the subject
remains entirely salient.
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A variety of scenarios remain
conceivable for reforming the
longstanding relationship between the
U.K. and the EU (Exhibit 37). We still
assign a significant probability that the
sides agree to an extension, delaying
the deadline until after the distractions
of COVID-19 have been dealt with.
Admittedly, the window for achieving
an extension is rapidly closing. In the
end, we have downgraded our forecast
relative to our prior assumptions given
the view that there just isn’t the focus
or government resources necessary
to achieve a deep and comprehensive
agreement between the two parties
this year. As such, we now assign
a 57.5% chance that the eventual
relationship is merely a shallow
free-trade agreement, versus just a
27.5% chance of a deep free-trade
agreement. The odds of a customs
union or a no-deal Brexit remain low, in
our view.
Finally, the business cycle once
commanded a place of honour in
our quarterly notes. Until the arrival

of COVID-19, the U.S. economy was
considered in the “late cycle” stage.
But not only has a recession now
clearly struck, but it arrived in a
manner that was entirely outside the
parameters of the business cycle. This
recession wasn’t the classic result of
too much risk-taking or an expansion
simply becoming fragile as it aged: it
was an entirely deus ex machina event.
Our business-cycle work may become
relevant again in the coming months as
we track further signs of the recovery
and look for evidence of the next
business cycle taking root.

Bottom line
The bottom line is that Covid-19 has
totally upturned the prior economic
narrative. The global economy has
now suffered the deepest recession in
modern history for a reason that was
impossible to foresee. If nothing else,
this reminds us of just how difficult
(and undesirable) it is to speak with
precision or high conviction about the
outlook for economies and financial
markets.
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Nevertheless, the situation is
improving. We have now gained a
tentative handle on the event, better
understanding the characteristics
of the disease, tabulating estimates
of the upfront economic damage,
and identifying which countries
have been hit worst. We are even
beginning to accumulate evidence of
an economic rebound. Much remains
unknown, including the pace at which
the recovery will proceed and the
probability of a recurrence of the virus.
But the moment of maximum chaos
has arguably come and gone, and
this has understandably been a great
motivator for the financial-market
rebound visible thus far.
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Exhibit 1: Bear market depth
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Global economies fell into deep
recession due to the COVID-19
pandemic, which forced mass
quarantines and lockdowns in a
near synchronous fashion around
the world. Investors sought safety
in a time of incredible uncertainty
– government bonds soared, credit
spreads widened and stocks plunged.
But unprecedented support from
central banks and politicians, as well
as signs that the virus outbreak was
being contained in the world’s largest
economies, helped restore confidence.
After months of strict stay-at-home
measures, an economic recovery is
beginning to take shape and the revival
will be paced by the speed at which
lockdown measures ease.
While many are looking forward to
a return to normalcy, investors are
left with a challenging backdrop.
Sovereign-bond yields are at historic
lows and accommodative centralbank policies will likely keep interest
rates low for a long time. The rebound
in stock prices from their March lows
has boosted valuations to levels that,
to be sustained, will likely depend on
a rapid recovery in profits. Across the
spectrum of asset classes, we have
moderated our return expectations,
prompting us to question whether
we have the right blend of assets for
investors to achieve their goals.
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Source: RBC GAM

This quarter, we reset the strategic
asset mix for our reference balanced
portfolio in favour of more stocks and
less fixed income given our view that
sovereign bonds will likely deliver low
returns for a long period into the future
and that stocks will generate notably
superior returns. As of June 1, we raised
the neutral equity weight by 5% to 60%
equities and accordingly reduced the
neutral allocation to fixed income by
5% to 38%, with the remaining 2% in
cash. To read more in depth about the
rationale for this change, please refer
to the featured article titled Evolving
Our Strategic Asset Mix page 4 of this
publication.

Market downturn was severe
but panic was short-lived
Investors were rattled in March as
stocks plunged, with major market
indexes experiencing daily drops of
more than 5% on several occasions.
The declines were steep but rather
short-lived. To put things in context,
the 34% decline in the S&P 500 Index
from February 20 to March 23 was in

line with the average of the past 24
bear markets (defined as a peak-totrough decline of at least 20%) dating
back to 1870 (Exhibit 1).The duration
of this episode, however, was a mere
33 days whereas the average bear has
market spanned 639 days or nearly two
years (Exhibit 2).
A variety of signs indicate that the
likelihood for a retest of the March 23
low is not great and we also observe
that downturns have been less painful
during secular bull markets. Our
long-term price-momentum indicator
suggests U.S. equities are in a secular
bull market, which is an upward grind
typically measured in decades rather
than years (Exhibit 3). Historically,
equity markets tend to enter sustained
periods of advance following long
stretches of little-to-no progress such
as the period following the bursting
of the technology bubble in early
2000 and ending with the financial
crisis of 2008-2009. The recovery
from the financial crisis appears to
have marked the end of a secular
bear market and the beginning of the
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Exhibit 3: S&P 500 Index
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Exhibit 4: U.S. equity-market cycle statistics
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Major factors that helped arrest the
recent decline in risk assets were the
awesome stimulus announcements by
governments and central banks around
the world. Policymakers, having
learned from past crises, understood
the need to move fast and with vast
scale to manage massive economic
damage from business shutdowns
and soaring unemployment. Congress
passed nearly US$3 trillion in
aid including direct payments to
Americans, funding for hospitals and
payroll support for small businesses
(Exhibit 5), almost double the US$1.6
trillion in fiscal support provided
during the financial crisis, and it is

Average

Bear

The secular backdrop is important
as it relates to the experience of
market downturns. During secular bull
markets, declines have been about half
as long and only two-thirds the depth
of downturns in secular bear markets
(Exhibit 4). Moreover, rally phases in
secular bulls have been almost twice
as powerful as those in secular bear
markets. Based on history, we can
conclude that downturns in secular
bull markets tend to be relatively short
and shallow, and provide opportunities
to reload for the next leg higher.

Exhibit 2: Bear market duration
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current secular bull. The COVID-19
crisis was a “black swan” event. The
collapse and symmetrically powerful
recovery in stocks during February/
March of 2020 reinforces trends
already in place that suggest that we
are in a long bull cycle underpinned
by the rise in productivity and
living standards that flow from
the socialization of technological
innovation.
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possible that more may be made
available.

Government-bonds yields fell to record
lows as investors sought safe-haven
assets and central banks cut rates
and/or ramped up bond-buying. The
U.S. and German 10-year yields fell
to record lows of 31 basis points and
negative 91 basis points, respectively,
and government bond yields elsewhere
also fell significantly (Exhibit 7).
In all the regions that we track,
yields are well below our modelled
estimates of equilibrium indicating
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Exhibit 6: U.S. Federal Reserve
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The U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) also
delivered unprecedented support on
the monetary side, with interest-rate
cuts followed by enormous balancesheet expansion. Short-term interest
rates were slashed 150 basis points
in early March, bringing them back
down to the zero bound where they
sat for several years following the
financial crisis. The Fed also began to
aggressively purchase fixed-income
assets and extended the program
to include corporate debt, providing
liquidity to financial markets and
support for debt securities, reducing
the fears of wide scale defaults. The
Fed’s balance sheet has risen by a
whopping US$3 trillion in the past
three months, which is nearly as much
as all quantitative-easing programs
since the financial crisis combined
and it is still expanding (Exhibit 6).
Together, the fiscal and monetary
stimulus delivered so far amounts to
over 35% of U.S. GDP, and while the U.S.
numbers are impressive on their own,
similar efforts have been employed in
other countries.

Exhibit 5: U.S. fiscal-stimulus comparison
Financial crisis versus COVID-19 crisis
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Note: As of May 29, 2020. Source: U.S. Federal Reserve, RBC GAM

meaningful valuation risk (page 50).
While our models suggest yields will
ultimately rise from current levels
over time, quantitative easing and
highly accommodative central-bank
policy will likely limit the extent to

which that will happen in the near and
intermediate terms. Nevertheless, the
current low level of yields in sovereign
bonds are set to deliver unimpressive
returns over our 1-year forecast horizon
and possibly beyond.
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Prior to the pandemic, corporate bonds
generally offered little compensation
for the risk that companies may default
on their loans. The crisis altered that
calculus as spreads ballooned. In
particular, high-yield spreads in the
Energy sector widened as Saudi Arabia
declared an oil-price war by boosting
production at a time when oil demand
was already crumpling due to the
pandemic (Exhibit 8). Looking at the
high-yield universe as a whole, credit
spreads exceeded the levels reached
during the 2016 oil-price crash, but
remained well below their peaks of
the global financial crisis (Exhibit 9).
Spreads began tightening after the Fed
stepped in to support credit markets,
but they remain above their longterm averages. In a world starved of
yield, exposure to credit, if properly
managed, could serve as a useful
avenue for enhancing portfolio yields.

Exhibit 7: 10-year government-bond yields
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Exhibit 8: Relative performance
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Exhibit 9: High-yield bond spread
Credit Suisse HY Index
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The first-quarter stock-market crash
pulled equity valuations down to
levels not seen in years as most major
indexes fell more than 30% from their
peaks in less than two months. All
global equity markets that we track
dropped below their estimates of
fair value, and markets outside the
U.S. were especially attractive on
an equilibrium basis (page 51). In
aggregate, our global stock-market
composite situated stocks as much as
24% below their fair value at the depth
of the sell-off, the largest discount
since 2012 (Exhibit 10).
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U.S. equities rallied back to a
low-return zone
The 35%-plus rally in the S&P 500
from its March 23 low has pushed
the index back above fair value and
into a valuation zone historically
associated with lower returns. Exhibit
12 plots a standardized version of our
S&P 500 fair-value model, where the
dotted line running down the centre
of the chart is fair value, and the solid
lines above and below represent one
standard deviation from fair value. We
segmented the chart into four buckets
and computed returns based on the
S&P 500’s starting point in any 1-year
period (Exhibit 13). The market crash
briefly pulled stocks down to Bucket
2 – within one standard deviation
below fair value. In this zone, stocks
have delivered average 1-year returns
of 11.7% and have produced positive
monthly results 84% of the time. This
has been a sweet spot for stocks and
is where the S&P 500 spent most of
the post-financial-crisis bull market,
except for brief periods in 2014, early

Exhibit 10: Global stock-market composite
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Exhibit 11: Relative performance
Price levels, indexed to 100 at start of the chart
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Steeply discounted equities boosted
total-return potential, but the window
of opportunity for outsized gains was
brief. The sharp stock rally since the
March lows means that the S&P 500
has already recovered more than
2/3 of its loss at the trough. The S&P
500 led global equities, as the index
contains many large-cap growth issues
including technology companies that
have benefitted from the work-fromhome shift sparked by the pandemic.
Other markets have risen but not to
the same extent and, as we get past
the crisis and the recovery takes
shape, we see opportunities for
non-U.S. markets to gain traction
(Exhibit 11).
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Exhibit 12: Standardized S&P 500 fair-value bands
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2018 and again in late 2019/early
2020. In the most recent period, stock
valuations have crossed into Bucket
3 – within one standard deviation
above fair value. When equities make
the transition to Bucket 3 from Bucket
2, average 1-year returns drop to 3.5%,
the percentage of positive monthly
results falls to 61.4%, and the standard
deviation of returns climbs to 15.7%.
While stocks can still rise in Bucket 3,
history suggests it would be prudent
to lower return expectations for U.S.
equities in this environment and to
watch for an increase in volatility.

Virus to deal hefty blow to
earnings
The pandemic is having a severe
impact on earnings, but we expect
corporate bottom lines to begin
recovering next year. Our new topdown earnings model, which our GDP
estimates into revenue, earnings and
profit margins, suggests earnings will
decline 37.6% in 2020 followed by an
increase of 35.5% in 2021 (Exhibit 14).
Importantly, even with the sizeable
rebound forecast for 2021, earnings
would remain below their 2019 levels.
Our base-case economic projections
suggest earnings will be slower to
recover than does the consensus of
analyst estimates, which project that
2021 earnings will exceed their 2019
peak in line with our more optimistic
case for the economy (Exhibit 15).

Exhibit 13: S&P 500 Index
Return prospects by valuation zone
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Exhibit 14: COVID-19 impact
Medium depth/medium duration scenario
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Exhibit 15: COVID-19 impact
S&P 500 earnings per share
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power for the stock market. Our
normalized earnings metric predicts
what the S&P 500 could earn under
normal conditions given current and
projected interest rates, inflation and
corporate profitability. Exhibit 16 plots
a comparison of S&P 500 reported
earnings, alongside our normalized
measure and the long-term trend.
The chart shows that, ultimately
earnings have always recovered to
their long-term trend or normalized
level after significant declines. While
S&P 500 earnings-per-share might
fall to US$125 or even lower in 2020,
the long-term trendline places them
at US$155 and normalized earnings
at US$163. Looking ahead to 2021,
trendline earnings are projected to rise
to US$165 and normalized to US$181.
The fact that investors are paying a
high price for stocks today may reflect
confidence in a forthcoming rebound
in profits.

Scenario analysis for stocks
suggests moderate return
potential
Incorporating various earnings
measures into our scenario analysis
suggest stocks will likely deliver
single-digit returns over the next year
or two, as long as earnings recover
as expected. Exhibit 17 outlines a
variety of combinations of earnings
and price-to-earnings multiples
to arrive at potential levels for the
S&P 500 Index by the end of both
2020 and 2021. While earnings might
decline meaningfully in the next
quarter or two, stock values could
remain elevated if investors continue
to price in an eventual rebound in
earnings to their longer-term trend
or normalized levels. Our equilibrium

Exhibit 16: S&P 500 Earnings Comparison
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Exhibit 17: Earnings estimates and alternative scenarios for
valuations and outcomes for the S&P 500 Index
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Many investors have been predicting
a retest of the March stock-market
lows but, coincident with the low,
sentiment and certain technical
indicators reached extreme readings
that typically occur at durable market
bottoms. Sentiment readings are
more useful at troughs than peaks,
and the AAII sentiment survey had
reached extreme pessimism in March
(Exhibit 18). Moreover, the number of
stocks above their 200-day moving
average fell to its lowest level since the
financial crisis and price momentum
fell to extreme negatives reached
only a handful of times in the past few
decades (exhibits 19 and 20). While a
retest of the low is, of course, possible,
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Exhibit 19: New York Stock Exchange Composite Index
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Exhibit 20: S&P 500 Index
Monthly price momentum
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Sentiment and technical
signals suggest market low
may be behind

Exhibit 18: AAII sentiment survey
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P/E is the multiple consistent with
current and expected interest rates,
inflation and corporate profitability.
By the end of this year, combining the
equilibrium P/E of 19.9 with the bottomup consensus earnings estimate
for the S&P 500 of US$125.20 would
produce an index level of 2496 by the
end of 2020, which is an 18% decline
from the close at the end of May. But
using trendline earnings of US$154.70,
or normalized earnings of US$163.30,
the S&P 500 would trade at 3085 or
3256, respectively, by year-end, which
is slightly above where the market is
trading at the time of writing. Under
these scenarios, the S&P 500 would
deliver low single-digit total returns
through the end of 2021. Moreover, low
interest rates and bond yields could
support P/Es above their equilibrium
level given a lack of alternatives
offering the potential for attractive
returns.
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market signals indicate that stocks
were washed out in March.

Exhibit 21: S&P 500 relative performance of earnings growth
Top versus bottom decile of trailing 12-month EPS growth
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Note: As of May 29, 2020. Represents equally weighted portfolio, rebalanced daily, that is long
the top decile of earnings growth and short the bottom decile of earnings growth of companies
in the S&P 500 Index. Source: Cornerstone Macro, Bloomberg, RBC GAM
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Exhibit 22: S&P 500 relative performance of earnings dispersion
Narrowest versus widest decile of earnings dispersion
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Exhibit 23: Relative style performance
Cumulative relative performance

In an environment of heightened
uncertainty and weak economic
growth, investors favoured companies
with predictable earnings streams,
large market capitalizations and
rapidly growing profits. Stocks of U.S.
companies with rapid earnings growth
and a low dispersion of earnings
estimates have outperformed those
with low earnings growth and/or a high
dispersion of earnings estimates by
a significant degree (exhibits 21 and
22). These themes were accentuated
by the pandemic. As a result, largecap and growth stocks have emerged
as the clear winners during the
COVID-19 crisis, in particular megacap technology stocks, many of which
have pristine balance sheets and
whose businesses have even been
bolstered by work-from-home orders.
Exhibit 23 plots the performance of
large cap versus small cap as well as
growth stocks versus value stocks.
The chart shows that the trend of
large-cap-growth outperformance
has been in place for many years, but
that it accelerated in early 2020 during
the spread of COVID-19. A shift in
leadership back to value and/or smallcap stocks from large-cap growth,
if sustained, could be a sign that
investors are looking past the crisis
and toward a revival of the economy.
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In our view, the pandemic has
reinforced trends that were already in
place. Some of these include our world
being stuck in an indefinite period of
slow economic growth, low interest
rates and highly accommodative
central-bank policies. Against this
backdrop, real interest rates have
fallen to ultra-low levels and, as a
result of slow moving factors including
aging demographics and a narrowing
gap between the emerging and
developed world, we don’t expect a
meaningful rise in real interest rates
for the foreseeable future.
Real interest rates serve as a basis for
all asset class returns. Other factors
held constant, sustained low real
interest rates suggest a long period of
below long-term average returns lies
ahead for the traditional asset classes.
This is particularly true for sovereign
bonds. Given that sovereign yields

%

The deep global recession caused by
the pandemic was a forced downturn
caused by governments shutting down
economies and imposing strict stayat-home measures. As lockdowns
gradually ease, we expect economies
to rebound and some of this recovery
is already taking place. That said,
a premature easing of restrictions
increases the risk of a second wave
of COVID-19. Other risks include a
potential rise in China-U.S. tensions, a
messy Brexit and the U.S. presidential
election in November. All in all, 2020
will be remembered as a year of
significant disruption with long-lasting
consequences.

Exhibit 24: S&P 500 earnings yield
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Exhibit 25: 10-year U.S. stock and bond performance
Stock market 10-year total return minus long-bond 10-year total return
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are below 1% in all major regions, we
forecast returns in a range of slightly
negative to low single digits over the
year ahead and potentially for many
years to come.
In comparison, equities offer much
better return potential over the longer
term. We expect that economies will
eventually recover from the current
recession and that corporate profits
will ultimately resume an upward
trend, as they always have.
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Our view that stocks will provide
superior returns, that results for
sovereign bonds will be unappealing
for an extended period and that
sovereign bonds will not provide the
income or risk-diversifying properties
of the past 40 years have led us to
adjust the strategic neutral weights
in our multi-asset and balanced
portfolios, increasing equities by 5%
and sourcing that from bonds. Our
decision was reinforced by the fact the
equity-risk premium versus stocks and
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bonds widened to its largest since 2012,
and the trailing 10-year performance
between stocks and bonds fell close
to one standard deviation below its
long-term average (exhibits 24 and 25).
Effective June 1, 2020, we shifted the
strategic asset mix for our reference
portfolio for global balanced investors
from 55% equities, 43% fixed income,
2% cash to 60% equities, 38% bonds,
2% cash.

Given the new strategic neutral
setting and our view that stocks
will outperform bonds over the long
term, we are maintaining a slight
overweight allocation to stocks, but
tactically narrowing the degree of
that overweight in light of our modest
return assumptions for equities and
our below-consensus growth forecast.
For a balanced, global investor, we
currently recommend an asset mix of

61 percent equities (strategic neutral
position: 60 percent) and 38 percent
fixed income (strategic neutral
position: 38 percent), with the balance
in cash.
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Global Fixed Income Markets
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While our models suggest yields will
ultimately rise from current levels
over time, quantitative easing and
highly accommodative central-bank
policy will likely limit the extent to
which that will happen in the near and
intermediate terms.
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Global Equity Markets
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Exhibit 1: U.S. 10-year bond yields
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Global bond yields have declined
sharply as the coronavirus causes
massive disruption to people’s lives
around the globe. The U.S. 10-year
government-bond yield fell from
nearly 2.00% at the beginning of the
year to an all-time low of just 0.31% in
early March, and is currently yielding
a paltry 0.60% (Exhibit 1). We expect
that the hangover in economic activity
due to the virus will continue for
some time. As a result, bond yields
should stay near their recent lows as
unemployment remains high, inflation
low and central banks accommodative.
For the next 12 months, the focus of the
bond market will be on policymakers’
responses to the evolving pandemic.
Governments have massively
increased spending in recent months,
and they will need to tap bond markets
aggressively to fund these outlays and
make up for lower tax receipts. By the
end of this year, global government
debt as a share of GDP is expected to
rise by a quarter, dwarfing the increase
incurred during the global financial
crisis in 2009 (Exhibit 2). The result
will be the highest government-debt
loads relative to the size of the global
economy since the Second World War.
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Exhibit 2: The debt increase is larger than it was in the financial
crisis – Annual increase in government debt, as a percentage of GDP
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Central banks have also been busy.
Those that had managed to raise
interest rates over the past several
years, such as the U.S. Federal Reserve
(Fed) and the Bank of Canada (BOC),
have cut rates to effectively zero and
started, in the BOC’s case, or restarted,
as with the Fed, asset purchases.
Central banks that were already
accommodative, such as those in
Europe and Japan, have accelerated
the use of other tools as they ease
policy. All major central banks have

committed to keeping interest rates
at low levels for a lengthy period. The
Fed has bought nearly US$2 trillion of
government bonds since March, a pace
and scale greater than at any time in
its recent history, and has plans to buy
more (Exhibit 3). For the first time, the
Fed is purchasing corporate bonds.
For the foreseeable future, concerns
about COVID-19 and its lingering
effects on the global economy should
support bond prices. Uncertainty
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Exhibit 3: Asset-purchase programs of the Federal Reserve
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will reign, and it is in environments
such as these that government
bonds show their worth. Bond
prices will be bolstered by centralbank efforts to keep policy loose
via low rates and asset purchases,
and without significant progress in
the fight against the coronavirus,
it is highly unlikely that any central
bank will raise rates over the next
12 months. The current environment
is a particularly good one for yields
to remain low, and we forecast that
10-year yields in most major markets
will be essentially unchanged a
year from now unless the economic
recovery proceeds at a much
faster pace than we expect. As the
pandemic subsides longer term, it
would be reasonable to expect yields
to rise and bond prices to fall from
current levels. This pandemic, like
all others before it, will eventually
fade, and a return to something
resembling normalcy, not only for
individuals but also the bond market,
should follow.
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1.5% and 3.5%. The range comes from
our fair-value model, which is based
on inflation, equilibrium interest rates
and a term premium, the last of which
estimates the return that investors will
demand to compensate for the risk
that yields could change substantially.

The effect of any nascent economic
recovery will show up in higher
long-bond yields and a steeper yield
curve, and the increase in yields
will almost certainly happen well
before central banks raise interest
rates. In the aftermath of the 20082009 financial crisis, long-term bond
yields starting rising as the economy
recovered, even though it was seven
years before the Fed raised its
benchmark rate from the zero setting
established during the crisis.

We expect the massive increase in
government debt will raise questions
regarding budgetary sustainability
given that the fiscal picture for many
countries was not encouraging even
before the pandemic. For Italy and the
U.S., in particular, the fiscal response
to the impact of the coronavirus has
made a bad situation much worse.
Discussions that were already difficult
will become more so. None of this
sounds encouraging for long-term
bondholders, whose holdings are
based on promises of fixed cash flows
stretching long into an uncertain
future. In time, investors may demand
higher compensation given the risks.

Fair-value estimates for bonds
suggest that the yield on the
benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury
should rise over time to between

It is hardly inevitable, however, that
higher debt loads will lead investors
to demand higher yields. Take Japan:
despite a debt-to-GDP ratio of over
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200%, the Japanese government can
borrow for up to 10 years at negative
interest rates. Part of the reason that
investors are so comfortable with such
low yields is due both to the particular
preferences of Japanese investors
and the Bank of Japan (BOJ), which
effectively sets nearly all government
borrowing rates through its yieldcurve control program. Other central
banks are starting to follow in the BOJ’s
footsteps as they too emerge as the
largest purchasers of government debt
to facilitate the massive increase in
deficits. The expanded central-bank
purchases mean that the amount of
newly issued debt that investors will
need to absorb is relatively modest.
Central-bank asset purchases, while
originally a temporary means to
facilitate a faster return to economic
growth, might be permanently
necessary to prevent government
borrowing costs from rising. After the
Second World War, the Fed worked to
keep U.S. government borrowing costs
low by intervening in the Treasury
market. The European Central Bank’s
(ECB) purchases of government bonds
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in recent years have been portrayed as
an essential tool of monetary policy,
when they are in fact largely aimed
at containing borrowing costs for the
Italian government.
A concern for bondholders is the
dwindling inventory of tools that
central banks have left to stimulate
the economy with rates at or below
zero and already large balance sheets
full of government and, increasingly,
corporate bonds.
For central banks with policy rates at
or above zero, one possible tool that
has been discussed is negative interest
rates, which are already in place in
Japan and Europe. We understand
the appeal of cutting interest rates
below zero. In prior recessions, the Fed
would have typically cut interest rates
by several percentage points without
even considering the possibility of
running into 0%. In the past three
major recessions, the Fed cut rates
by 400 to 600 basis points (Exhibit
4). In the current cycle, however, the
Fed has been able to cut by only 225
basis points. Opening the door to
negative interest rates would create an
additional avenue to looser monetary
policy for central banks that have not
already gone down this path.
We believe, however, that the Fed
and BOC will hesitate to employ
negative interest rates because the
evidence is mixed on whether they
work. Moreover, negative interest
rates seem to come at a huge cost
to the earnings and operations of
banks, which policymakers rely on
to convert monetary-policy changes
into borrowing that boosts economic
growth. Sweden has abandoned an

Exhibit 4: Central banks typically cut rates by much more
Fed policy-rate changes during the last four rate-cut cycles
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experiment with negative rates, citing
its ineffectiveness in jump-starting the
economy. While the new governor of
the BOC, Tiff Macklem, has publicly
raised the possibility of negative rates,
the appetite for a policy rate below
zero appears to be tepid in Canada’s
closest trading partner, the U.S. We
would be surprised to see the BOC
pursue negative rates independently
of the Fed.
The more likely course, if required, is
that more central banks will pursue a
policy known as yield-curve control.
Japan has had such a policy in place
for several years, and a common view
in North America is that yield-curve
control represents a much more
natural evolution of current policy
than negative rates. Yield-curve
control is simply a more explicit form
of forward guidance – a tool familiar to
most central bankers. In this case, the
commitment to a certain path or level
of policy rates is replaced with a path
or level for bond yields across the
yield curve.

Yield-curve control would relieve some
of the pressure on central-bank asset
purchases, which can interfere with the
normal functioning of the bond market.
Japan’s experience is that being more
explicit in where it wants yields has
permitted the BOJ to keep yields low
while dramatically scaling back the
size of its government-bond purchases
(Exhibit 5). In doing so, the BOJ has
improved the outlook for market
liquidity and maintained its intended
easing bias by keeping the 10-year JGB
yield around its target of zero.
For now, concerns about fiscal
sustainability will be put aside by
investors and policymakers as
uncertainty regarding the short- and
long-term impacts of the pandemic
on national economies remains high.
Over the longer term, however, strong
fiscal and monetary responses mean
that bond yields should rise. We expect
that returns for government bonds will
be modest, as low starting yields are
eaten away by capital losses.
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Direction of rates
U.S. – 10-year government bond yields
have fallen to near-record lows of
0.60%. With the fed funds rate target
already set between 0.00% and 0.25%,
yields are unlikely to fall much further
unless the Fed decides to adopt
negative interest rates - something we
consider unlikely at this time. Asset
purchases are also likely to support
bond prices over the next year. The
Fed`s balance sheet has doubled
in size from a year ago, and will
continue to grow to eventually include
substantial holdings of not only
government debt, but corporate bonds
and their associated ETFs as well. We
forecast the 10-year Treasury yield to
be little changed a year from now,
at 0.75%.
Germany – We do not expect a change
in the ECB’s policy rate over the
next year. However, policy easing in
response to the pandemic will continue
in the form of asset purchases. With
the policy rate on hold at -0.50%, we
expect bund yields to be just -0.30% in
a year`s time. ECB policy is much more
important for the bonds of European
countries with large government
debt loads such as Italy and Spain.
Central-bank asset purchases are
underpinning investor confidence and

Exhibit 5: Yield-curve control and the Bank of Japan’s annual
government bond purchases
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keeping borrowing costs low even as
government debt climbs from already
high levels.
Japan – The Bank of Japan (BOJ)
continues to provide strong support
for government-bond prices via asset
purchases and explicit yield targets.
We do not expect the BOJ to adjust its
policy rate over the next 12 months.
Any sustained appreciation in the yen
could prompt some additional easing
measures, but we think that these
will be restricted to asset purchases
and not a change in the policy rate,
currently at -0.10%. Fiscal policy is
highly stimulative as the government
works to offset some of the economic
damage from the pandemic. The
resulting increase in bond supply
should be easily absorbed by the
market, which remains anchored by
the BOJ`s yield-curve control policy.
Japan is a good example of a country
where high government-debt loads
have resisted the clarion call of higher
yields. We expect 10-year bonds yields
to be little changed in a year, and
within the current policy-defined range
of -0.20% to +0.20%.
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U.K. – Our 12-month forecast for 10year gilt yields is 0.40%, essentially
unchanged from its level at the time
of writing. The Bank of England (BOE)
faces a similar policy outlook as many
of its central-bank peers: already
low policy rates, expansive assetpurchase programs, and a prolonged
period of poor economic growth and
below-target inflation. We forecast
no changes to the policy rate over the
next year and expect the BOE`s efforts
to keep policy accommodative should
keep bond yields low.
Canada – Bond markets over the
past three months were as volatile as
they’ve ever been. The global spread
of COVID-19 and subsequent closure
of huge portions of the economy
led to massive financial-market
intervention by the Bank of Canada
(BOC). Since January, the BOC has
cut its benchmark interest rate by 150
basis points to 0.25% and embarked on
Canada’s first foray into central-bank
debt purchases. The purchases have
expanded the BOC’s balance sheet
to almost half a trillion dollars. The
quantitative-easing programs ensured
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that financial markets functioned
properly by alleviating short-term
funding strains and providing support
for businesses. The BOC’s asset
purchases will include as much as
$50 billion of provincial bonds and
as much as $10 billon of Canadian
corporate debt.
It has become clear that the crisis
will culminate in a deep recession
and that short-term interest rates will
likely stay at current levels well into
2021. It is also possible that the BOC
will expand its debt purchases, and
perhaps introduce negative interest
rates if the economy worsens more
than expected. We look for longer-term
bond yields to remain within recent
ranges until compelling evidence of
a recovery is underway. Investors
have so far been willing to accept
extraordinarily low yields on debt
sales that have led to exploding
budget deficits, but their willingness to
continue doing so without demanding
higher yields will depend on whether
they feel comfortable that the deficits
will at some point be brought under
control. Absent that assurance, yields
could head higher. We expect no
change to the BOC’s overnight rate
of 25 basis points, and have left our
forecast for the 10-year bond yield at
75 basis points.

Interest rate forecast: 12-month horizon
Total Return calculation: May 21, 2020 – May 20, 2021
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Currency Markets
Pandemic drives last hurrah for the U.S. dollar
Exhibit 1: Central-bank swap lines stem acute dollar demand
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Currencies were not immune to the
frantic moves experienced in other
areas of the financial markets at the
height of coronavirus fears in March
and April. Although fluctuations
subsided in May, leaving most G-10
currencies confined to relatively tight
ranges, not all currencies had that
respite. Emerging-market currencies,
which trade by a different playbook,
haven’t performed as well because
virus concerns still weigh more on
emerging economies. It looks like the
pandemic provided one last hurrah for
the U.S. dollar bull market, which has
been gradually running out of steam.
Many economists refer to the U.S.
dollar as a “safe haven.” A more
correct moniker would probably be
a “liquidity haven” because it is the
currency in which most of the world’s
trade finance and global investment
occurs. Given that role, the greenback
experiences phases of acute demand
in times of financial stress. This was
clearly the case in 2008, when the
dollar’s strength persisted until central
bankers were finally able to satisfy
the world’s appetite for liquidity. The
first half of 2020 has offered quite a
different experience. Central banks
including the U.S. Federal Reserve
(Fed), European Central Bank (ECB)
and Bank of Canada (BOC) were far
quicker in providing liquidity, acting
to short-circuit the hoarding of U.S.
dollars and preventing the associated
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Exhibit 2: USD is expensive
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increase in the cost of borrowing.
Exhibit 1 shows the stabilization of the
greenback alongside increased usage
of central-bank swap lines set up to
lend U.S. dollars in foreign markets.
With these measures in place, the
dollar has risen only 4% against a
basket of the world’s currencies since
the beginning of the year – a tiny
amount in the context of recent wild
fluctuations in the financial markets.
However, it was likely not just the
extraordinary provision of liquidity
that prevented a meaningful U.S. dollar
rally. The currency’s overvaluation is
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also playing a role, as are a number of
other long-term factors that likely will
continue to pull the greenback lower in
the years to come.

Overvaluation
Timing is everything, and a comparison
of the performance of the dollar in
2020 with 2008 shows why. At the
beginning of the 2008-2009 financial
crisis, the dollar was in its sixth year of
a bear market and getting quite cheap
relative to the currencies of its G-10
counterparts. In mid-March of this
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This year’s unprecedented global fiscal
and monetary expansions should raise
red flags for holders of fiat currency,
which is likely one reason why gold
prices are nearing all-time highs.
The U.S. is leading the charge in this
fiscal and monetary movement, with
the Fed balance sheet expanding and
budget deficits ballooning faster than
elsewhere (exhibits 4 and 5). In the
short term, these efforts will help stem
the economic hit from the pandemic,
but longer-term consequences will
almost certainly follow because
these types of policies are politically
difficult to reverse. Questions about
debt sustainability and the capacity
to address future crises will be front
of mind again. While not an immediate
concern, such stimulative policies
raise the prospect of higher inflation
expectations down the road, and
prompt some questions: Could this
begin to affect the world’s appetite
for U.S. assets? Is peak globalization
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Exhibit 4: Change in central-bank balance sheets
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Exhibit 5: Government budget deficits
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year, the trade-weighted U.S. dollar
was nine years away from its 2011
bottom, and was nearing overvaluation
extremes, according to our purchasingpower-parity model (Exhibit 2). In fact,
the dollar was actually trading outside
the 20% valuation bands against
several G-10 currencies. Research
shows that currency valuation is
important in shaping the economic
behaviour of households and
businesses, causing exchange rates
to spend very little time beyond these
“lines in the sand” before reversing
course. We know that the currency
market is in the very late stages of a
dollar bull market (Exhibit 3), so the
recent shift into overvaluation ticks yet
another box for U.S. dollar bears.
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behind us? Are these risks properly
reflected in a currency that’s trading
near a 20% premium to its fair value?

Exhibit 6: U.S. dollar share in global FX reserves
72

Part of the “exorbitant privilege” 1
enjoyed by the U.S. dollar derives
from America’s acceptance since the
Second World War of a responsibility
to ensure global order. Yet there are
growing divides between the U.S. and
allies such as Japan, South Korea and
Saudi Arabia. The U.S., under President
Trump, has threatened to withdraw
support for global institutions such
as the World Trade Organization, the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
and the World Health Organization.
The fact that the U.S. has weaponized
its currency by restricting Iranian and
Venezuelan access to the dollar-based
payments system is a dangerous
precedent that has China accelerating
efforts to boost circulation of the
renminbi in an effort to spread its
1
A term coined by then-French Finance Minister
Valéry Giscard d’Estaing in the 1960s with
reference to the substantial benefit garnered by
the U.S. through its ability to print the world’s
primary reserve currency.
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In the short term, U.S.-dollar strength,
central-bank currency intervention and
reserve rebalancing form a powerful
feedback loop, leading emergingmarket central banks to sell euros
to rebalance their portfolios after
spending U.S. dollars to defend their
currencies in March and April. In the
longer term, we have seen evidence
that the dollar is losing some of its
appeal for central banks, with the
share of U.S. dollars held in the reserve
portfolios of these large and long-term
holders dropping to 61% from 66% over
four years (Exhibit 6).
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Exhibit 7: U.S. 2-year interest-rate advantage
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financial influence around the globe.
The renminbi likely won’t replace the
U.S. dollar anytime soon as the world’s
primary currency, but the multi-decade
shift away from the U.S. is underway
and represents a meaningful and
persistent U.S.-dollar headwind in the
decade ahead.

A less supportive environment
Aside from rich valuations and
unbridled balance-sheet expansion,
there are several shorter-term factors
that offer further reason for investors
to move assets into other currencies.
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Whenever life returns to normal, the
dollar will still be burdened by election
uncertainty, and there is little doubt
that we will again be reminded of the
White House’s preference for a weaker
currency. Importantly, the pandemic
has eroded the few areas of support
that the greenback previously enjoyed.
For one thing, the greenback’s yield
advantage has vanished (Exhibit 7).
Falling relative U.S. yields matter for
how the greenback trades against
the euro and yen, not only because
they are the greenback’s largest and
most liquid rivals, but also because
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Finally, in an ironic twist, the U.S.
achieved energy independence in
recent years just as the world started
to view oil resources as more liability
than asset. In addition to this longterm consideration, the short-term
impact on oil prices of slower global
economic growth will undermine the
case for U.S. shale production - an
additional headwind for the dollar.

Exhibit 8: Commodity currencies
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Exhibit 9: Canada basic balance of payments
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The Canadian dollar has been more
resilient than other commodity
currencies since the onset of the
pandemic (Exhibit 8). This is partly
because resource extraction forms
a larger share of GDP in those other
economies, and also because many
are emerging-market currencies
weighed down by other concerns
such as capital outflows, unstable
politics and scant central-bank
credibility. However, there has been
a notable shift in sentiment against
the loonie, with most investors now
acknowledging the difficult road that
lies ahead for the Canadian currency.
Foreign-exchange positions had swung
sharply bearish amid concern that a
poorly positioned oil sector, stretched
consumers and a heavy reliance on
foreign investors to fund budget and
current-account deficits would pull the
currency lower. While these positions
appear to have thinned in late May, we
think there is scope for the loonie to
weaken again. Our base case forecast
calls for 1.40 in a year’s time, the level
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which corresponds with the loonie
likely being unable to benefit from U.S.dollar weakness, held back by a range
of domestic problems.
For 10 years, Canada has run a
persistent current-account deficit, a
shortfall that has been funded mostly
by foreign buying of Canadian bonds
(Exhibit 9). The fact that Canada
is also adding more to its direct
investment abroad than it is attracting
magnifies the country’s funding
burden. Inbound portfolio investment
in 2019 fell 75% from just two years

earlier, and occurred precisely at
the time when the country’s fiscal
deficits are set to rise. In this context,
it’s a good thing that the BOC will be
buying government and provincial
bonds through its recently announced
quantitative easing-programs.
Unfortunately, efforts to depress
longer-term bond yields will not
prove helpful for the loonie as it caps
an already dwindling interest-rate
advantage. Without relatively high
yields, currency weakness will be the
avenue for restoring the attractiveness
of Canadian assets.
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Euro
We continue to like the euro and
believe the region’s current-account
surplus will at some point support
the single currency now that the U.S.
interest-rate advantage has been
dramatically reduced. A large and
positive current-account surplus
may have been one factor preventing
euro weakness during the market’s
plunge amid tight global liquidity and
sovereign-debt concerns. On the latter,
we believe that European policymakers
will eventually do what is necessary to
maintain Eurozone solidarity as they
did with Greece, Ireland and Portugal
a decade ago. Northern states may
grumble, but the costs of breakup are

Exhibit 10: European portfolio flows and the single currency
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Exhibit 11: 10-year yield available to European investors
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The Canadian dollar should eventually
benefit from a U.S. dollar selloff, but we think it will generally
underperform other major currencies
given intensifying domestic and
external headwinds. The country’s
high sensitivity to global trade
will present challenges in a postpandemic world, with tighter borders
and globalization slowing down or
reversing. The oil industry, plagued
by transportation constraints and
environmental disputes, is being dealt
the heavy blow of crude-oil prices
that are below the cost of production.
Even before the pandemic, small
businesses were experiencing an
uptick in bankruptcies, and Canada’s
reliance on small business for 70%
of employment therefore bodes ill,
as do highly indebted households
poorly prepared for the double-hit of
job losses and wealth destruction. We
expect Canadian economic data to lag
improvements elsewhere and weigh on
the loonie in this recovery.
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so unbearable that rescue funds and
new Eurozone-backed debt dubbed
“coronabonds” are less painful routes.
The recent proposal from Germany and
France on a 500-billion euro European
Recovery Fund shows that compromise
on this issue may be closer than widely
believed.
One important question is whether
the resumption of the ECB’s assetpurchase program encourages
investors to increase holdings of
foreign assets. This could be negative
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for the euro, as it was when the ECB
initiated quantitative easing in 2015
(Exhibit 10). However, the appeal of
foreign investments may be declining
as falling interest rates elsewhere have
narrowed the yield gap. On both a
hedged and unhedged basis, the yield
available to European investors buying
U.S. Treasuries has collapsed (Exhibit
11). Some argue that the recent rise in
volatility actually supports the single
currency, as investors are forced to
sell emerging-market positions funded
with the euro. Others assert that
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Japanese yen
It is puzzling that the yen hasn’t
risen more in the current risk-off
environment. A temporary pause in
the currency’s safe-haven appeal
may have been related to a stronger
appetite for foreign assets among
Japanese pension funds (Exhibit 12).
As in Europe, the behavior of domestic
investors is an important determinant
of the yen’s performance.
The Government Pension Investment
Fund (GPIF), Japan’s largest pension
fund at US$1.5 trillion in assets,
recently reclassified hedged foreign
bonds into a domestic category to
increase available capacity for buying
unhedged foreign bonds. The move,
mirrored by smaller Japanese pension
funds, temporarily capped how far
the yen could rally. Could the fact that
the GPIF is now publicly announcing
its bond purchases mean that they
have finished the transition into
foreign bonds? If so, the yen’s longterm fundamentals can again support
the currency, which benefits from
undervaluation and Japan’s healthy
current-account surplus. As mentioned
earlier, the convergence of interest
rates in recent months may encourage
other Japanese investors, particularly
those that are more sensitive to
currency movements, to hedge more of
their U.S.-dollar currency exposure.

Exhibit 12: Net Japanese portfolio flows
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Exhibit 13: Trajectory of COVID deaths
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investors will prefer to invest in their
home markets after the crisis subsides,
indicating that a portion of Europe’s
large holdings of foreign assets could
be repatriated. Adding these factors to
a starting point of euro undervaluation
makes a case for a gain in the single
currency.
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British pound
Britain’s combination of large currentaccount deficits, overly indebted
consumers and lack of domestic
corporate investment puts the pound
in the same league as the Canadian
dollar. In place of lower oil prices, the
pound must contend with Brexit, a
saga that has fallen out of focus during
the pandemic. We note that the end
of 2020 still looms as the deadline for
when the U.K. and the EU are slated
to agree on an exit agreement. The
odds that the two sides will be able

to hammer out a deal are falling with
each passing day.
The U.K has been especially hardhit by the pandemic, with one of the
highest per-capita death rates in
Europe (Exhibit 13). In the aftermath
of the lockdown, U.K. consumers are
less likely to spend as they shore up
their savings. As a result, the outlook
for U.K. economic growth remains
relatively dire, even accounting for
the sizable government stimulus that
is planned.
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Emerging-market investors have
had plenty to worry about since the
arrival of the coronavirus: weak global
growth, rising U.S.-dollar liabilities,
worsening terms of trade, lower
worker remittances, the collapse
of tourism and a relative dearth of
fiscal resources to combat the crisis.
Central banks in emerging markets
would typically raise interest rates
to keep capital onshore, but have
instead loosened monetary policy to
support domestic demand. While the
Fed’s efforts to reduce the scarcity
of dollars has helped ease financial
stress, investors have continued to
relentlessly sell emerging-market
assets (Exhibit 14).
What options remain for these
countries to support their markets
and economies? Some countries
have tried currency intervention,
without much success. Others have
wandered into quantitative easing
(Exhibit 15), but many countries lack
the fiscal and monetary credibility to
successfully execute these programs.
There is a risk that investors see these
unconventional policies as a slippery
slope of governments being reliant on
central banks for funding fiscal deficits
and the possibility of runaway inflation
leading to currency debasement.
Additional measures could include
capital controls and appeals for
financial help from the IMF, though we
think these measures are unlikely for
the larger and more stable emerging
markets. Emerging-market currencies
responded to the crisis as we would

Exhibit 14: Capital flows to emerging markets
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Exhibit 15: Quantitative easing in emerging markets
Date
announced

Country

Purchases

Stated purpose

15-Mar

Israel

Govt. bonds

Liquidity

17-Mar

Poland

Govt. bonds

Liquidity
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Govt. bonds

Liquidity
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Corp. bonds

Liquidity
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Govt. bonds

Liquidity
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Colombia

Private debt

Monetary easing
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Govt. bonds

Liquidity

25-Mar

Korea

T-bills, Corp. bonds

Liquidity

31-Mar
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Govt. bonds

Monetary easing

01-Apr

Indonesia

Govt. bonds

Fiscal stimulus

07-Apr

Hungary

Govt., Corp., Mortg. bonds

Liquidity

07-Apr

Thailand

Govt., Corp. bonds

Liquidity

10-Apr

Philippines

Govt. bonds

Liquidity

21-Apr
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Govt. bonds

Liquidity

Note: As at April 30, 2020. Source: BIS, Barclays, RBC GAM
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expect, weakening 11% collectively in
two months, but the declines ranged
from 1% for the Philippine peso to
26% for the Mexican peso. Will this
weakness be enough to pique investor
appetite given the delayed arrival of
COVID-19 in many countries? It’s too
early to tell, so caution is warranted
in the near term, even if the dollar
weakens versus major developedmarket currencies.
The impact of the pandemic will vary
across emerging-market countries,
depending on the capacity of healthcare systems, population age and
density, access to fresh water and
the structure of individual economies
including the degree of dependence
on tourism. Recoveries will be more
difficult for open economies tied
closely to global supply chains, and
for those with large numbers of
informal workers beyond the reach
of government assistance. We are

more optimistic about countries such
as China and South Korea, which
have large national savings and are
reporting few, if any, new COVID-19
cases. There is also scope to boost
allocations to countries such as
Russia, Colombia and Mexico, which
have exposure to commodities, as
they are sufficiently cheap. We remain
bearish on India and Brazil, where we
expect the pandemic to have the most
negative longer-term consequences, as
well as Turkey and South Africa, where
the benefits of cheaper oil imports
are outweighed by a broad range of
systemic problems.

investors have begun to factor in the
U.S. dollar’s overvaluation, as well
as the country’s fiscal and monetary
excesses. Shorter-term considerations,
such as lower U.S. interest rates and
election uncertainty may also be
weighing on the currency. The euro and
yen are likely to benefit most strongly
during this initial phase of the U.S.dollar decline, while the Canadian
dollar and British pound lag. In the
months to come, the performance of
individual emerging-market currencies
will depend largely on the evolution of
the pandemic.

Conclusion
The liquidity shortage experienced
during the early days of the COVID-19
crisis has led to one final rally in the
greenback, ending a nine-year stretch
of gains. Subsequent weakness in
late May and early June signaled that
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The S&P 500 Index rose 3.6% during
the three-month period ended May
31, 2020, as the coronavirus-related
sell-off bottomed in late March and
stocks staged a remarkable comeback
during April and May. The March
decline was one of the most intense in
stock-market history, a drop of 34% in
23 days as investors became fearful
that the spread of the virus and related
lockdowns would lead to a steep drop
in corporate profits. The World Health
Organization declared the crisis a
pandemic on March 11, and on March
16 the U.S. issued social-distancing
guidelines. The equity sell-off stopped
on March 23 after the U.S. Federal
Reserve (Fed) reduced short-term
interest rates to effectively zero and
announced its intention to support
the investment-grade corporate
debt market, significantly reducing
the likelihood that America’s largest
companies would run out of cash while
the country was in lockdown. The
Fed lowered the odds of a worst-case
scenario further on April 4, when it
announced support for the high-yield
and municipal bond markets. With
the Fed walling off most of the bad
scenarios, it was time for investors to
assess the damage.
In the three-month period ended May
31, five of the 11 sectors outperformed
the S&P 500, led by Health Care,
Information Technology, Consumer
Discretionary, Communication
Services and Materials, while
Consumer Staples, Utilities, Real
Estate, Industrials, Financials and
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Energy lagged. Notably, the difference
in performance between best and
worst sectors was 25 percentage
points, about double the usual gap.
It is clear that COVID-19 and society’s
response to it has benefited some
industries while dramatically hurting
others. For example, biotechnology,
pharmaceuticals and health-insurance
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companies led the Health Care sector
as revenues in these areas are not
impaired by social distancing. In the
same sector, however, hospitals and
medical-device makers lagged because
elective surgeries were postponed
given a focus on fighting COVID-19
cases.

Regional Outlook – U.S. | Brad Willock, CFA

In the Information Technology sector,
many companies experienced an
increase in demand due to workfrom-home, study-from-home and
entertain-at-home trends. Demand
for laptops, tablets, monitors and
other gear skyrocketed. The increased
use of technology in homes has
resulted in solid performance from
semiconductors, as well as hardware
and software makers led by the two
largest computer-related companies,
Microsoft and Apple Inc. Changing
behavior also affected the Consumer
Discretionary sector as stay-at-home
orders led to a huge increase in online shopping. This consequence,
of course, benefited Amazon, the
biggest e-commerce company, and
other retailers deemed essential,
including Wal-Mart, Target, Dollar
General, Home Depot and Lowe’s.
Department stores and specialty
retailers deemed ‘non-essential’ were
mostly closed through the period and
their stocks have suffered greatly.
Restaurants have not done well as
traffic has plummeted, though quickservice restaurants that offer drivethrough and delivery have fared best
amid social distancing. There are, of
course, many consumer industries that
have been hard-hit by the pandemic,
including travel-related businesses
like hotels, car rentals, cruise lines and
casinos, many of whose stocks are
down 30% to 60%.
Another sector where there has been
great disruption from the pandemic
is Communication Services. The
two biggest companies in the sector
are Facebook, the social-media

company, and Google, the searchengine operator. Both companies
generate most of their revenues from
on-line advertising, which has been
ramped up by many companies as
it has become one of the few ways
to reach potential consumers. With
live sports suspended, people are
increasingly streaming content on
Netflix and Disney+ or playing video
games by Electronic Arts, TakeTwo and
Activision. These trends were in place
before the pandemic and have been
accelerating since.
Two important sectors that had more
losers than winners in the period
were Financials and Industrials. In
the Financials sector, bank stocks
were down about 20% overall because
investors fear that shutdowns and
unemployment will make businesses
and individuals unable to pay their
debts, likely leading to credit losses,
falling dividends and capital raises.
The extent of the loan losses will
depend on the speed and strength
of the economic recovery. However,
bank valuations are attractive and
the companies are well capitalized
compared with previous recessions. In
the Industrials sector, most industries
have performed poorly, except for
defense-related companies, while
airlines and aerospace were the
down the most with losses of 30% to
50%. Given the global nature of the
pandemic and the crowding required
to run a profitable airline, we do not
expect these industries to return
to pre-coronavirus levels for the
foreseeable future.

We note that all 50 states are reopening to some extent, indicating
that the drop in economic activity
and rise in unemployment have likely
recorded their worst levels. Estimates
of economic activity anticipate a huge
drop in GDP during the first half of
2020, followed by a sharp rebound
beginning in the second half of the
year and into 2021. Corporate earnings
are expected to follow a similar path,
taking a big hit this year and bouncing
back in 2021 to 2019 levels. The stock
market appears to be pricing in this
same scenario as it currently trades
at about 19 times the consensus 2021
earnings estimate of US$164, in line
with the trailing five-year average. Our
read of the market is that investors
are expecting the virus to remain
under control, for government support
programs to prevent a solvency
crisis and for a vaccine to be widely
distributed by the first half of next
year. This is an optimistic set of
assumptions, but suggests there are
significant opportunities in industries
most affected by the virus if this
scenario plays out. In the meantime,
the risk of a second wave of infections
from the virus is significant and the
ramp-up in anti-Chinese rhetoric by
the Trump administration potentially
complicates things, particularly as
the presidential election approaches
this fall.
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The S&P/TSX Composite Index
tumbled 14.9% in U.S. dollars (9.7% in
Canadian dollars) in the five months
ended May 31 of this year compared
with decreases of 5.0% and 8.2%,
respectively, for the S&P 500 Index
and the MSCI World Index. Financial
markets fell swiftly beginning in
late February as aggressive socialdistancing rules and widespread
economic shutdowns were instituted
globally to combat the spread of the
new coronavirus. Equity markets
then charted a strong rebound from
the lows on March 23, supported by
a substantial global monetary and
fiscal response. Economies began to
reopen in May as the number of new
infections fell and there was progress
toward a possible vaccine. Returns will
depend largely on continued progress
in managing the virus and the timing of
any treatment or vaccine.
The virus-related restrictions are
taking a massive toll on jobs, supply
chains, consumer purchases and
commodity prices, and economists
expect Canada’s GDP to decline by
more than 7% in 2020, the deepest
downturn on record. We expect that
the hit to Canada’s economy will be
slightly more extreme than for the
U.S. due in part to the sharp decline in
oil prices.
The response of politicians and the
Bank of Canada (BOC) has been swift
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and significant. The BOC quickly
dropped its overnight lending rate to
0.25% from 1.75% in March and began
bond purchases that represent the
BOC’s first venture into quantitative
easing. The federal government
introduced backing for lost income
and wages, as well as initiatives
aimed at supporting businesses and
households affected by the crisis. Most
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economists are expecting the so far
limited emergence from widespread
shutdowns in North America to
accelerate in June. While early
indications of increased consumer
activity are encouraging, uncertainty
remains regarding the ultimate impact
of reduced government support later in
the year, elevated unemployment and
continued virus-related restrictions.
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Eight of the 11 TSX sectors were
negative during the first five months
of the year. The Energy sector had the
largest drop, down 27%, as halts in
both air and road travel dramatically
lowered demand for crude oil and
filled storage tanks, leading oil
prices to record-low prices. The
Financials industry was significantly
affected by falling interest rates and
higher loan losses. The Information
Technology sector has been the
best-performing sector so far this
year due to e-commerce software
provider Shopify, which is now one
of the biggest weights in the S&P/TSX
index. Gold prices gained more than
10% this year, and gold-related stocks
have risen to account for 10% of the
S&P/TSX index, the highest percentage
since 2012. The gains in gold have
offset the weak performance of
industrial metals and forest products
in the Materials sector. The massive
quantitative easing undertaken by the
U.S. Federal Reserve and other central
banks will likely stay in place for some
time, creating a positive backdrop for
gold equities.
Analysts started the year expecting
S&P/TSX index earnings growth of
7% for 2020, up from 4% in 2019. The
pandemic, however, has led analysts to
now expect a 30% decline, followed by
a 43% rebound next year. The decline
in year-over-year earnings is expected
to come largely from the Energy,
Financials, Industrials and Consumer
Discretionary sectors. Even with a
recovery in 2021, it could be
2022 before earnings get back up to
2019 levels.

The S&P/TSX price-to-earnings
multiple is currently 15 times last
year’s profits, below the long-term
average of 16.7. The S&P/TSX remains
at a valuation discount to the S&P
500, which trades at 20 times trailing
earnings due its higher exposure
to technology and the Health Care
sector, especially as investors
grapple with the uncertainty around
energy commodities. Better relative
outperformance of the S&P/TSX Index
will require a sustained economic
recovery that supports higher
commodity prices.
Banks, which accounted for about a
third of S&P/TSX earnings in 2019, are
struggling to assess the impact of the
pandemic on this year’s earnings as
millions of Canadians defer mortgage
and credit-card payments, and the
economic slowdown reduces business
cash flows. A challenging outlook
for loan losses and lower interest
rates has put bank capital levels and
dividend payments into focus. To
encourage lending, regulators have
moved quickly to provide banks with
capital relief and accounting flexibility.
For the quarter ended April 30,
2020, the banks reported loan-loss
provisions that reflect a negative
outlook for loan delinquencies. As a
result, analysts expect 2020 sector
earnings per share to decline 25%,
and dividend payouts will increase
to 64% of profits from 47% at the end
of 2019. The banking industry entered
2020 with a healthy capital position
and the resilience of capital ratios in
the second quarter helped restore
investor confidence somewhat. Banks

are preserving capital by suspending
buyback programs and putting
dividend growth on hold, and Bank
of Montreal and Toronto-Dominion
Bank are offering discounts on their
dividend-reinvestment programs to
further bolster capital. In our view,
dividend cuts by a large Canadian
bank are unlikely unless the outlook
deteriorates.
Canada’s Energy sector continues
to reflect both short-term economicgrowth concerns and longer-term
concerns about the viability of
Canada’s oil industry. Slowing
economic growth and the plunge in
air and road travel could lead to a
10% drop in demand for oil for 2020
as a whole. Crude-oil production has
slowed in response, and a lack of
storage capacity in April briefly pushed
crude-oil prices below zero for the first
time ever. The historic fall in energy
prices dropped local Canadian crude
prices below levels needed to sustain
cash flow above break-even.
Demand for petroleum products has
begun to improve, given that the
easing of lockdowns is getting people
back in their cars and into stores. In
addition, productions cuts in recent
months will curb supply, and it is
possible that supply and demand
could come into balance later this year,
supporting the rally in energy equities
that began in March. We continue to
closely monitor the financial resilience
of Canadian oil companies, especially
in light of concerns that the path to
the industry’s recovery could be
drawn-out.
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Confronting a pandemic

Energy

The impact of COVID-19 started as a
supply shock and immediately evolved
into a demand recession, resulting in
the fastest bear market in European
history. Macroeconomic data since
the start of the pandemic hasn’t made
for good reading and we know that the
numbers will continue to deteriorate,
with the European economy having
been in almost total suspension during
April and May. Company reports
corroborate the downturn, which has
unleashed emergency measures to
bolster liquidity and balance sheets.
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Financials

With the potential for a resurgence
in cases, it is fair to say that a proper
‘normal’ cannot resume until herd
immunity or a vaccine for COVID-19
is found. But peak government and
central-bank response is behind us and
positive epidemiological indicators
have shifted the market’s attention to
reopening schedules and motivated a
substantial rally off the lows.
There are many considerations
concerning how the system restarts.
How will consumer behavior change
and for how long? Will businesses
resume their intended course of
investment? Will international trade
and travel function as they did
before the virus? Will any response
to a second outbreak lead to more
lockdowns? These questions are a
few of many that will determine the
shape of any economic recovery. Other
questions will focus on the trajectory
of the recovery. Will it proceed as a
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sharp V-shaped bounce back or a
U (slow to start then fast), or as an
L-shaped depression? We cannot
foresee how things will develop, but
our best guess is that the recovery will
proceed in a U-shaped manner.

The previous crisis
The global financial crisis of 2008-2009
left policymakers nimble and creative.
So the required unified response to
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stop the pandemic from leading to
another financial crisis came fast and
in force. While stresses remain, the
stimulus packages have avoided an
immediate liquidity crisis. Unlike the
bailouts that followed the financial
crisis, support is being delivered via
more direct channels with conditions
attached to avoid the perception a
decade ago that aid to the finance
industry came at the expense of

Regional Outlook – Europe | James Jamieson

consumers and homeowners. The
reaction this time likely signifies the
return of more state involvement in
the private sector, as well as a greater
likelihood of inflation down the road.

package represents a ray of hope, it is
small in size and concerns remain that
Italy’s debt burden could eventually
become unmanageable and prompt
the country to leave the Eurozone.

Questions about the future of
globalization

Dividends under pressure

The pandemic response has led
to a more intense questioning of
the benefits and drawbacks of
globalization. The response to
the virus began with countries reasserting borders to arrest the spread
of COVID-19, and the pandemic has
catalyzed a negative shift in cultural
attitudes away from closer integration
among countries. This development
lends further support to the deglobalization trend that we have been
witnessing in recent years and is likely
to narrow profit margins as production
is moved to higher-cost jurisdictions,
as well as contribute to inflation when
costs are passed on.
The question of closer European
integration has been further tested
by the lack of crossborder assistance.
None are more upset than the Italians,
whose Eurozone partners have done
so little to help them. Italy’s financial
fragility, a function of stringent EU
rules and the country being the
most indebted of the group, makes it
especially vulnerable. What Italy, and
much of southern Europe, want in the
future is the issuance of Eurozonebacked bonds (i.e. German-backed),
which would provide a lower cost of
debt to help in the recovery. However,
Germany and much of northern Europe
don’t want to expose their domestic
taxpayers to the liabilities of Italy,
Spain and other financially weak
members of the Eurozone. While a
recently proposed European recovery

As in other recessions, companies
are scaling back dividends and share
repurchases to conserve cash. While
most of the reductions were either
needed to counter plummeting
revenues or signaled caution, some
companies used the crisis as an
opportunity to reset over-generous
payouts lower. What’s unique about
the current crisis is the approach of
policymakers, who are conditioning aid
on such cuts. The greater involvement
of governments and regulators poses
a threat to the functioning of capital
markets because Europe’s centuriesold tradition of sharing profits with
shareholders via dividends is at the
core of European corporate culture.
We expect European dividend levels to
be lower after the crisis, with payout
levels in line with reduced earnings.
How much lower is unclear, with many
of the cuts ambiguously characterized
as “delays” (often to appease the
demands of policymakers) and market
indicators suggesting a range of
outcomes. We expect dividend levels
to return to pre-pandemic levels over
the medium term.
Recessions have historically resulted
in all stakeholders de-emphasizing
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) considerations. We think
things will be different this time
and that the ESG momentum seen
in recent years will continue. The
trend will be especially strong in
Europe, which leads the world in

decarbonization. What is important
to us is how companies manage the
big changes ahead. We looked at
the main governance issue earlier
when exploring state intervention in
dividends. Social considerations are
more at the forefront than ever and
reflected in the much greater pressure
on corporations to address the needs
of employees and society at large
instead of just their bottom lines. Any
dents that ESG commitments put in
profitability should be outweighed by
long-term operational sustainability.

Market outlook
With so much uncertainty, valuation
is paramount. Assuming that the
impact of the virus is short-lived and
an earnings recovery conforms to the
evolving consensus of a V-shaped
recovery, European equities are
probably fairly valued after the recent
rally. Considering valuation from a
yield perspective, Europe is still cheap.
Stock-market inflows will come in the
medium term if the stimulus measures
do result in inflation (against which
equities provide a natural hedge), in
turn supporting valuations. Regardless,
events such as the coronavirus
pandemic can provide great
opportunities for long-term investors,
as the panic and forced liquidations
result in indiscriminate selling.
In the short term, volatility is likely to
remain elevated, but we do believe the
worst is behind us. If faster inflation
does eventually materialize, the long
established style trend of quality
and growth outperforming value may
finally reverse. Should our concerns
around the continuity of Europe
escalate, country selection would
become key.
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Asian stocks posted sharp declines
during the three-month period ending
May 31, 2020, in line with global
markets, as the coronavirus pandemic
dealt an unprecedented blow to global
economic growth. Regional markets
fell 25% in March before rebounding
20% through April and May. The
snapback reflects actions taken by
global policymakers to shore up the
financial system and provide fiscal
support. Public-health measures
appear to have helped contain the
spread of the virus, but they have
come at a hefty economic price.
Lockdowns currently in place are
gradually being loosened, but we
expect economic activity to remain
weak for the remainder of 2020. We
anticipate that job losses in service
industries will be higher than in
manufacturing given that services are
more labour-intensive and require
more interaction between employees
and customers.
Job losses in both areas of the
economy mean that unemployment
rates are likely to continue rising.
Some Asian markets have been
affected to a lesser extent than
others, with China being one of the
first countries to gradually return to
reopening its economy. Taiwan has
experienced continued demand for
its semiconductor exports and will
keep pushing producers to set up
additional production bases in a bid
to diversify away from reliance on
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Chinese manufacturing. Elsewhere in
the Asia-Pacific region, Australia is
facing its first recession in 30 years,
and investors are pulling capital from
Indonesia, putting pressure on the
currency. Japan has been hurt by both
the impact of the coronavirus and
lowered economic expectations linked
to the postponement of this year’s
Tokyo Summer Olympics until 2021.
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On a regional basis, equity markets
in New Zealand, China and Taiwan
outperformed, while Australia,
Indonesia and the Philippines lagged.
Within Asia, the Communication
Services, Consumer Staples and
Health Care sectors outperformed,
while Energy, Real Estate, Industrials
and Financials lagged.

Regional Outlook – Asia | Chris Lai

Japan
Japanese equity markets rebounded
from the mid-March lows after the
Bank of Japan joined the global
easing trend through increased asset
purchases, and fiscal policy remained
expansionary. The Japanese yen, which
is perceived by many investors as a
safe-haven currency, appreciated
strongly in late February but has since
settled into a range.
Growth momentum in Japan had
already been weak entering 2020
following an October increase in the
consumption tax to 10% from 8%.
Looking ahead, Japan’s economy
will be hurt by a drop in exports and
the Olympics delay. Economists
forecast that unemployment will
rise to a relatively low 3.0% by
the fourth quarter of 2020 from
2.5% in the first quarter of this
year. Japanese companies tend to
maintain employment even in tough
economic conditions, meaning that
unemployment rates will rise much
less than in other countries.
Fiscal policy is likely to take the lead
in supporting Japan’s economy given
that the Bank of Japan wants to avoid
keeping interest rates negative over
the long term. The government is
preparing to deliver US$1.1 trillion
in additional economic stimulus
including measures to help small and
medium-sized businesses, and Prime
Minister Abe plans further budgetary
action where required to stimulate
the economy. Inflation is unlikely in
the coming quarters, as consumption
contracts. The sharp decline in global

crude-oil prices is also likely to hold
down consumer inflation.

Asia Pacific ex-Japan
Economic uncertainty related to
the coronavirus and renewed U.S.China trade tensions has led China to
suspend its practice of setting targets
for economic growth for the first time
since 1990. On the monetary-policy
front, Beijing has cut lending rates
and required banks to boost liquidity
and lending. Fiscally, budget deficits
are likely to rise to 3% to 4% of GDP to
support infrastructure investment and
stabilize the labour market.
Taiwan has been one of the betterperforming markets in Asia given
decisive actions that helped contain
the spread of the coronavirus.
However, exports account for
60% of Taiwan’s GDP and so a
sustained recovery will depend
largely on a rebound in global trade.
Semiconductors and other technologyrelated companies have benefited
from increased demand for computers
and other communications gear during
the pandemic.
Australia’s underperformance has
been due to a combination of the
impact of the coronavirus and, to a
lesser extent, bushfires in New South
Wales and Victoria in the first quarter
of the year. Real GDP is expected to
decline 2.7% year over year for all
of 2020, and the unemployment rate
is likely to rise to 7.6% by the end
of 2020 from 5.2% last year, before
gradually declining. Policymakers have
responded with fiscal stimulus equal to

about 10% of GDP by offering financial
support to small businesses and
raising benefits for the unemployed.
The Reserve Bank of Australia has
cut interest rates and launched
quantitative easing to keep rates low.
Indonesia’s reliance on capital inflows
to finance a current-account deficit
has left the economy exposed and
weakened the currency after foreign
investors began selling domestic
securities in February. In the near
term, we expect the Bank of Indonesia
to support the market via currency
intervention and large-scale bond
purchases, offsetting the foreign
selling and small interest-rate cuts.
We do not expect significant monetary
easing given that the current-account
deficit is at the high end of the Bank of
Indonesia’s target range.
The Philippines has also
underperformed other regional
markets as the island that includes the
capital, Manila, remains under partial
lockdown. The Manila region is home
to 53% of the country’s population and
makes up 73% of Filipino GDP. A drop
in consumption accounts for much of
the economic damage, with shopping
malls and other public venues forced
to shutter temporarily. Overseas
remittances from Filipinos who work
abroad, which make up 9% of GDP,
could fall amid economic slowdowns in
the Middle East and the U.S. One bright
spot for the Philippines government
is that lower inflation, due to lower oil
prices and weaker domestic demand,
gives the central bank room to further
ease monetary policy.
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There was substantial financial-market
volatility over the three-month period
as the world faces its worst economic
crisis since the Great Depression. The
MSCI Emerging Markets Index fell 6.9%
in U.S. dollars during the three months
ended May 31, 2020, and has dropped
16.0% since the beginning of the year.
As governments focus on restarting the
economy, stocks have rebounded in
recent weeks because investors do not
want to miss the economic recovery
when it comes.
This year’s declines in emergingmarket stocks, which started in early
March, have been more significant
than in previous crises. Emergingmarket equities have lagged U.S.
stocks during the rebound, as major
countries including Brazil and India
are behind the curve when it comes to
tackling the spread of the coronavirus.
In both countries, it is unclear what the
eventual death toll will be, and both
may experience humanitarian crises
and deep recessions with long-term
effects. We note that emerging markets
are becoming cheap overall, but a lack
of clarity around the impact of the
virus in many countries has led us to
be cautious. The significant drop from
the end of 2019 does provide some
protection from further downside, and
we do not believe the market will retest
the March lows unless the situation
deteriorates significantly.
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The plunge in earnings expectations
provides insight into the market
decline. Profit expectations for
the emerging-market index in 2020
plummeted from a 16% forecast gain
in earnings per share at the start of
March to a forecast per-share loss of
10.3% at the end of May, according to
JPMorgan.
There is a concern that the U.S. stock
market will correct significantly if
the negative effects of COVID-19
are not properly addressed, and a
negative U.S. scenario could lead to
poor emerging-market returns since
the markets are closely correlated.
It is therefore important that the
U.S. economy re-open as quickly as
possible to avoid a lengthy depression
that would have a devastating impact
on global equities. One bit of positive
news for equity markets is that Joe
Biden was chosen as the Democratic
candidate for the U.S. election in
November. Biden is perceived by
investors as more market-friendly than
the democratic socialist who was his
main challenger, Bernie Sanders.
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We turned less negative on equities in
late March, in part because the priceto-book value of the emerging-market
index fell to 1.3. On the three occasions
when this valuation measure dropped
below that level during the past 25
years, a significant rebound has
ensued. The first time was in 19981999 during the Asian financial crisis
and the technology-stock bubble,
the second in 2008/2009 during the
financial crisis, and lastly in 2016
during the so-called ‘taper tantrum.’
Each time emerging-market stocks
rebounded, on average, by 50% in the
subsequent 12 months. We cannot rule
out further stock declines, but in our
view the market is now cheap, and over
a one-year horizon we can perhaps
expect a larger rebound.
There are still large disparities in priceto-book values between individual
emerging markets, with most still lower
than in 2016 after the ‘taper tantrum,’
but higher than in 2009 following the
global financial crisis. The two notable
positive exceptions are China, which
accounts for 40% of the index weight,
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and Taiwan, which accounts for 13%.
Both countries are ahead of other
major emerging-market countries in
responding to the pandemic, and they
also benefit from lower oil prices.
Brazil’s relatively high valuation,
despite a 47% drop in its stock market
so far this year, is due to the fact
that the country performed well in
the 18 months following the election
of reform-minded President Jair
Bolsonaro. Stock markets in Mexico,
Turkey, South Korea, Colombia and
Chile are still the cheapest they have
ever been, and they have led
the rebound.

now significantly undervalued. Both
currencies should appreciate as the
situation stabilizes. We would expect
the U.S. dollar to weaken from current
levels, and that would be good for
emerging-market equities.

Some emerging-market currencies fell
significantly against the safe-haven
U.S. dollar during the three-month
period, when we had expected the
U.S. dollar to weaken. The Brazilian
real and the South African rand
dropped over 20%, and they are

In summary, emerging markets have
lagged developed markets in the
recent rebound, in part because many
countries are seen as behind the
curve when it comes to tackling the
impact of the coronavirus. Another
reason is that the rally has not been

A lower oil price is good for emerging
markets overall, as many large
countries are net importers, but
sustained lower prices would be
a negative as it would signal a
prolonged recession. The price of
oil has rebounded above US$30 a
barrel, providing evidence of a risk-on
environment.

a high-conviction one as highlighted
by style leadership in the rebound.
We would have expected value stocks
to perform well during the rally.
However, it has been growth stocks
that have outperformed, suggesting
that investors who came back to the
market focused on lower risk/higher
growth companies because they feared
further drops.
Stocks are still undervalued in our
view, even after the strong rebound,
and we would expect emergingmarket equities to outperform overall
in the coming months if there is no
resurgence in COVID-19 cases. In the
near term, however, markets will
remain volatile as bad and good news
alternate. For a sustained recovery, the
market would need to be sure that the
worst was over.
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